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We build each Bushmaster® 
rifle with you in mind.

Your purpose is our purpose.

We serve in law enforcement  
and the military. We win  
3-gun and high power long  
range shooting events.

When you need to  
perform under pressure  
Bushmaster delivers.

Your new rifle is a Bushmaster.

The finest AR-style platform  
rifle in the world.

PRIDE.   

CRAFTSMANSHIP.   

PERFORMANCE.   

TECHNOLOGY.

READY FOR ANYTHING. 
PREPARED FOR EVERYTHING.
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FACTORY TOUR
MADE IN THE USA: Welcome to the Bushmaster® factory. Take a look at what goes into building your 

Bushmaster firearm. Our factory is filled with highly skilled craftsmen who start from scratch to build professional grade 

firearms that deliver accuracy and dependability in any situation. We take great pride in knowing that you put your trust in 

Bushmaster. Each rifle is built with your purpose in mind. It’s what drives us to build the best.



SINCE 1978, THE FINEST AR-STYLE PLATFORM RIFLES IN THE WORLD 

· Bushmaster® is the leading supplier of AR-style rifles and accessories in the U.S.

· Preferred choice of state and local law enforcement

· Serving law-enforcement agencies and militaries of more than 50 foreign nations

· A leading choice for competitive and recreational shooters and hunters

TORTURE TESTED. BATTLE PROVEN.

· Bushmaster® firearms and accessories undergo a rigorous testing process  
to ensure the highest levels of ruggedness, longevity and precision

· Proven by more than 30 years of experience in law enforcement, foreign 
military service, competitive shooting and hunting worldwide

CONSISTENT. ACCURATE. QUALITY DRIVEN.

· Every Bushmaster® component is scrutinized and precision-tuned to deliver 
unmatched accuracy

· Unmatched quality control with the most stringent series of inspections in  
the industry

CORROSION-PROOF 

Hard-coated aluminum 
receivers are corrosion-
proof, lightweight  
and abrasion resistant.

PRECISION-MACHINED 

Bushmaster® barrels  
are precision-machined  
and air gauged for the 
utmost in accuracy  
and longevity. 

HIGHLY EFFICIENT 

Our highly efficient gas 
operating system delivers 
impeccably smooth, rapid 
cycling while significantly 
reducing felt recoil.

RELENTLESS TESTING 

With over 6 million  
rounds fired each year.
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AMBIDEXTROUS DESIGN 

Ambidextrous magazine release, 
safety mechanism, and bolt catch 
and release.

THE WORLD’S  
MOST ADAPTIVE 
MODULAR RIFLE.

RAIL 

Free-floating MIL-STD-1913 
monolithic rail.

MAGAZINE 

Optimized for MagPul 
PMAGs and accepts 
NATO/M16 magazines.

®

BASIC ACR® FEATURES
· 16 ½" cold hammer-forged barrel with an innovative protective 

coating which uses a nitriting process that dramatically reduces 
wear for the ultimate in longevity and dependability

· A2 birdcage-type hider to control muzzle flash
· Adjustable, two-position, gas piston-driven system for firing 

suppressed or unsuppressed, supported by hardened internal 
bearing rails

· Tool-less, quick-change barrel system available in 10.5",  
14.5", 16.5" and 18.5" and in multiple calibers

· Multi-caliber bolt carrier assembly quickly and easily changes 
from 5.56 NATO/223 Rem to 6.8mm Rem SPC

· Free-floating MIL-STD 1913 monolithic top rail for optic mounting

· Magpul® MBUS front/rear flip sights
· Fully ambidextrous controls including magazine  

release, bolt catch and release, fire selector and  
non-reciprocating charging handle

· High-impact composite hand guard with heat  
shield – accepts rail inserts

· High-impact composite lower receiver with textured  
magazine well and modular grip storage

· Folding and six-position telescoping high-impact polymer stock 
with rubber butt pad and sling mount (basic folder only)

· Ships in hard case and includes 30-round PMAG™

Bushmaster® Basic ACR® Folder
(90838) BLACK
(90847) COYOTE  

PLEASE FIND THE COMPLETE LISTING OF ACR® PARTS AND ACCESSORIES ON PAGE 59.
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FULLY MODULAR DESIGN 

All major components are  
configurable to user preference.  
Barrel, stock, and handguard are  
all interchangeable in less than  
2 minutes without tools. 

BARREL INTERCHANGE  

Tool-less quick change  
barrel system. Available in  
10.5", 14.5", 16.5" and 18.5".  

LOWER RECEIVER 

High-impact composite lower  
with textured magazine well and 
modular grip storage.

OPERATING SYSTEM 

Adjustable, piston driven  
gas system for suppressed  
and unsuppressed firing.

2X BARREL LIFE

Innovative protective coating 
which uses a nitriting process 
dramatically reduces wear  
for the ultimate in longevity  
and dependability.

10.5" Barrel/Conversion Kit       
5.56 NATO/223 REM (F1900021) 

6.8 mm Rem SPC (F407351)

14.5" Barrel/Conversion Kit       
5.56 NATO/223 REM (F1900019)  |  6.8 mm Rem SPC (F407352)

16.5" Barrel/Conversion Kit     
5.56 NATO/223 REM (F1900060)  |  6.8 mm Rem SPC (F407353)

18.5" Barrel/Conversion Kit       
6.8 mm Rem SPC (F407354)

BOLT ASSEMBLY

Multi-Cal bolt assembly quickly 
and easily changes from 5.56 
NATO to 6.8mm. 

FORWARD-MOUNTED  
CHARGING HANDLE 
Can be switched within seconds 
from left to right side of the upper 
receiver and is non-reciprocating  
during firing.

ITS EVOLUTION TOOK A CENTURY.
ADAPTATION, SECONDS.

FOLDING/TELESCOPING STOCK POSITIONS 

Standard Position: 

11" LOP    

Fully extended:  

14" LOP   

Folded

· Folding and six-position telescoping high-impact polymer stock with rubber butt pad and sling mounts.
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ENHANCED ACR® FEATURES
All the features of the basic ACR® with these additional features:

· AAC® BLACKOUT® flash hider with exceptional signature reduction
· Three-sided aluminum hand guard with integral MIL-STD 1913 

rail for accessory mounting
· Folding and six-position telescoping high-impact polymer stock 

with rubber butt pad and sling mounts
· Two-point push-button mounts and sling

PLEASE FIND THE COMPLETE LISTING OF  
ACR® PARTS AND ACCESSORIES ON PAGE 59.

ACR® ENHANCED
When Your Mission Calls for More, You Want ACR® Enhanced

Bushmaster® ACR® Enhanced Configuration 
(90705) COYOTE

®
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Bushmaster® ACR® Enhanced 
Configuration  (90704) BLACK

Bushmaster® ACR® A-TACS® Basic  (90820)

ACR® A-TACS® has all of the same features as the  
Basic ACR® found on page 4, PLUS superior concealment.  
and a fixed high-impact composite A-frame stock with  
rubber butt pad and sling mounts

AS MISSION-ADAPTABLE AS THE PROFESSIONALS
IT'S BUILT TO SERVE.

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP SHOWN ON PG

90704 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,699.00 7

90705 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,699.00 7

90820 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,540.00 7

90838 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,490.00 4

90847 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,490.00 4

ACR® A-TACS®
Coated in A-TACS® Digital Camouflage for Superior Concealment
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300 AAC® BLACKOUT®

300 AAC® BLACKOUT®

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90899 300 AAC® BLACKOUT® 6.5 lbs 32.5" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $1,471.39

   

A Compact 30-cal Solution for the AR Platform

300 AAC® BLACKOUT®  (90899)

RIFLE FEATURES
· 16" M4 contour barrel
· Low profile milled gas block
· Magpul®  ACS stock
· Magpul® MOE™ grip

· 4 rail, rifle length, free float tube
· AAC® BLACKOUT® muzzle break
· Magpul® enhanced triggerguard
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NEW 
for

2012

30 CALIBER PERFORMANCE IN A LIGHTWEIGHT,
 LOW RECOILING PACKAGE

· Creates a reliable compact 30 caliber solution for the AR platform
· Creates the optimal platform for sound and flash suppressed fire
· Compatible supersonic ammo that matches 7.62x39 ballistics
· Utilize existing AR magazines while retaining their full capacity

300 AAC® BLACKOUT®

BALLISTICS INFORMATION 

*23% over 5.56mm, 6% over 7.62x39

MUZZLE ENERGY COMPARISON VELOCITY ENERGY

5.56MM. M855 2,938 ft/s 1,188 ft/lbs

7.62x39 123gr Soft point 2,245 ft/s 1,377 ft/lbs

300 AAC BLK 123gr MC* 2,315 ft/s 1,462 ft/lbs
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M4-TYPE PATROLMAN’S CARBINE

XM-15 RIFLES

M4-A2 Type Patrolman’s Carbine  (90216)

M4-A3 Type Patrolman’s Carbine shown  (90289)

· 16" M4 barrel is chrome-lined in both bore and chamber
·  Features A2 birdcage-type flash hider to control muzzle flash
·  Six-position telestock for light weight and quick handling
·  A2 (fixed handle) features 1 MOA elevation and ½ MOA  

windage adjustments
·  A3 (removable handle) features ½ MOA elevation and ½ MOA 

windage adjustments
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 30-round magazine

FEATURES

Versatility on Patrol or at the Range 

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90216 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.7 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,197.14

90289 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.7 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,274.88

90391 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,391.48
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AT HOME ON THE RANGE
AND ON PATROL

FEATURES

ORC Carbine with Telestock  (90391)

ORC Carbine State-Compliant  (90652)

· 16" M4 profile barrel is chrome-lined in both bore and chamber
·  Features A2 birdcage-type flash hider to control muzzle flash
·  Receiver-length Picatinny optics rail featuring two 1 ¼" optics  

riser blocks
·  Bushmaster® front flip-up sight can be mounted over the  

milled V-match gas block (not included)
·  Features heavy oval M4-type handguards
·  Six-position telestock reduces overall length by 4" when  

fully collapsed
· Ships with an operator safety manual, chamber flag, sling  

and 30-round magazine

[OPTICS READY CARBINE]ORC CARBINES
Any Optics, Any Purpose, Anywhere
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M4-A3 Type Patrolman’s Carbine Quad Rail
(90831)

QUAD RAIL A3

· 16" M4 contour 4150 chrome moly-vanadium barrel is chrome-
lined in both bore and chamber 

·  Features A2 birdcage-type flash hider to control muzzle flash
· Free-float quad rail fore-end increases accuracy and enables 

accessory mounting
· Six-position telestock for light weight and quick handling
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 30-round magazine

·  6.8mm Rem SPC (Special Purpose Cartridge) delivers the added 
power and improved terminal energy of a 270 cal.; over 2600 
FPS velocity with 115-gr. bullets

·  7.62 x 39mm delivers the added power and similar performance 
of a 30-30 cal.; over 2300 FPS velocity with 122-gr. bullets 

·  16" M4 profile barrel fitted with Izzy muzzle brake
· Six-position telestock for light weight and quick handling
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 26-round magazine

M4 TYPE PATROLMAN’S CARBINE 
6.8mm Rem SPC Caliber (A3 – Removable Handle)  
Rifle with Telestock shown  (90298)

6.8mm Rem SPC Caliber State-Compliant  (90566)

M4 TYPE PATROLMAN’S CARBINE 
7.62 x 39mm (A3 – Removable Handle) Rifle with Telestock  (90297)

7.62 x 39mm State-Compliant (90717)

6.8MM SPC & 7.62x39MM

Increase your Options with the Free-float Quad Rail

A Powerful Statement of AR Versatility

XM-15 RIFLES

FEATURES

FEATURES
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A POWERFUL ARGUMENT FOR
AR PLATFORM VERSATILITY

·  16" heavy profile chrome moly vanadium steel barrel 
·  A2 (fixed handle) features 1 MOA elevation and 1/2 MOA  

windage adjustments
·  A3 (removable handle) features 1/2 MOA elevation and  

1/2 MOA windage adjustments
·  A3 upper has a Picatinny rail for optics attachment
·  Upper and lower receivers are machined from 7075 T6 aircraft 

aluminum forgings for light weight and added strength
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 30-round magazine

16" HEAVY BBL CARBINES

(A2 – Fixed Handle) 16" Heavy Carbine with Telestock
(90212)

(A3 – Removable Handle) 16" Heavy Carbine with Telestock shown
(90280)

Heavy-Duty Performance Whenever Duty Calls

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90212 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 7.0 lbs 35" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,181.59

90280 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 7.3 lbs 35" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,259.33

90297 7.62/39mm 6.57 lbs 32.75" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16

90298 6.8 mm Rem SPC 6.57 lbs 32.75" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16

90831 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 35" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,391.48

FEATURES
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MOE™ SERIES

16" MOE™ MID-LENGTH
BLACK (90827)  |  FLAT DARK EARTH  (90839)

[MAGPUL® ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT]

MOE™ A-TACS® M4 Type Carbine 
A-TACS® (90826)  |  FLAT DARK EARTH (90687)
BLACK (90291)  |  OD GREEN (90688)

MOE™ A-TACS® M4 TYPE CARBINE

MOE™ MID-LENGTH
Smoother Recoil Makes the Difference
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· Magpul® MOE™ handguard, accepts rail sections  
(carbine, mid-length or rifle length)

· Magpul® MBUS rear flip sight
· Magpul® MOE™ pistol grip, accepts MIAD storage cores
· Magpul® MOE™ vertical grip
· Magpul® enhanced trigger guard
· Select models available in Black, Flat Dark Earth,  

OD Green, and A-TACS®

· 16" barrel is chrome-lined in both bore and chamber
· Magpul® MOE™ adjustable stock with strong A-design  

and rubber butt pad 
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 30-round Magpul® PMAG

MOE™ MID-LENGTH ONLY FEATURES

· Mid-length gas system for smoother recoil

MOE™ 308 ONLY FEATURES

· 308 Win./7.62 NATO 16" heavy profile barrel with  
chrome-lined bore and chamber

· 20-round Magpul® PMAG in Black (all SKUs)

MOE™ A-TACS® ONLY FEATURES

· Coated in A-TACS® digital camouflage for superior concealment
16" MOE™ 308
BLACK  (90828)
FLAT DARK EARTH  (90841) 
OD GREEN  (90842)

MOE™ Dissipator
BLACK  (90829)

MOE™ SERIES FEATURES

ERGONOMICALLY ENHANCES 
PERFORMANCE & USEABILITY

Exceptional Ergonomics with Magpul® Original Equipment

Rifle Length Sight Radius Means Accuracy

MOE™ DISSIPATOR

16" MOE™ 308

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90291 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16

90687 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16

90688 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,181.59

90826 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,391.48

90827 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.5 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,298.20

90828 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.92 lbs 34" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,508.08

90829 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,298.20

90839 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.5 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,298.20

90841 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.92 lbs 34" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,508.08

90842 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.92 lbs 34" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,508.08
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CARBON 15

· Durable Carbon 15 composite receivers are an amazing  
40% lighter than comparable aircraft aluminum receivers

· 16" Super Light contour barrel chambered for  
5.56 NATO/223 Rem

· Muzzle fitted with A2 Style flash hider
· Includes red dot optic
· Ships with an operator safety manual, chamber flag, sling  

and 30-round magazine

FEATURES

Carbon 15 SuperLight ORC Optic  (90689)

Less Weight, Familiar Feel

CARBON 15
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CARBON COMPOSITE RECEIVER
LIGHTER THAN EVER

Carbon 15 “Flat-Top” Carbine  (90728)

CARBON 15 FLAT-TOP CARBINE

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90689 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 5.5 lbs 32.75" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $844.74

90728 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 5.77 lbs 32.75" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99

 

· Durable Carbon 15 composite receivers are an amazing 
40% lighter than comparable aircraft aluminum receivers

· Upper receiver includes a Picatinny rail for easy optics mounting
· 16" M4 Contoured barrel chambered for 5.56 NATO/223 Rem
· Muzzle fitted with “IZZY” flash hider

FEATURES
· Includes Flip up Rear sight
· 6 Position telestock
· Ships with an operator safety manual, chamber flag, sling  

and 30-round magazine

Light, Versatile, Tough as Nails and Ready for Anything
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CARBON 15 9MM
AR Versatility in a 9mm Package

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90732 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 5.5 lbs 32.75" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99

90747 9MM 5.7 lbs 32.75" 16" ½ x 36 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99

 

Carbon 15 9mm Carbine
(90747)

Carbon 15 Model 4 Carbine 14.5"
(90732)

FEATURES

CARBON 15 MODEL 4 CARBINE 14.5"

· Receivers molded of durable, carbon fiber composite 
· Operational Controls same as any AR15 type firearm 
· 14.5" M4 Profile Barrel – Chrome Lined Chrome Moly Steel – 

includes an “Izzy” Flash Suppressor pinned and welded in place 
to achieve 16" overall barrel length

· Barrel and other critical steel parts are Manganese Phosphate 
finished for corrosion and rust protection

· Upper Receiver includes a receiver length raised Picatinny rail 
with integral Dual Aperture Rear Sight (windage adjustable)

· Six-position telestock for light weight and quick handling 
· Ships with an operator safety manual, chamber flag, sling  

and 30-round magazine

·  Receivers are molded of durable, carbon fiber composite 
· Operational Controls same as any AR15 type firearm 
·  16" 9mm caliber chrome moly steel barrel includes a “Birdcage” 

flash hider
·  Upper receiver includes a Picatinny rail for easy optics mounting
·  6-Position Telescoping buttstock with sling loop and slot

FEATURES

Light Weight and Ruggedly Durable M4

CARBON 15
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CARBON 15 PISTOLS
For Durability, Reliability and Outstanding Control, There are No Rivals

Carbon 15 (9mm) Pistol Type 21S
(90744)

Carbon 15 Type 21S
(90735)

Carbon 15 Type 97S
(90737)

·  Receivers and other parts are molded of durable, carbon  
fiber composite

·  Stainless steel match grade barrel includes an A2 birdcage  
flash suppressor

·  Bolt carrier is black oxide finished; other critical steel parts  
are manganese phosphate finished for superior corrosion and 
rust protection

·  Picatinny optics rail with integral dual aperture rear sight and  
an A2-type square post front sight

FEATURES

PISTOLS

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90735 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 3.25 lbs 20" 7.25" ½ x 28 416 match-grade stainless steel $871.13

90737 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 2.8 lbs 20" 7.25" ½ x 28 416 match-grade stainless steel $902.06

90744 9MM 2.88 lbs 20" 7.25" ½ x 36 416 match-grade stainless steel $871.13
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ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90702 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.75 lbs 37.25" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $844.74

90821 308 Win./7.62 NATO 8.2 lbs 35" 20" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99

  

· 16" heavy profile with mid-length gas system and  
A2 birdcage flash hider

· Receiver length Picatinny optics rail with two 1 ¼" optics risers
· Milled gas block
· Heavy oval hand guard
· Six-position telescoping stock – reduces overall  

length by 4" when collapsed for convenient carry
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 20-round magazine

Bushmaster® 308 ORC  (90702)

16" Bushmaster 308 ORC Bullet Button  (90890)

· 20" fluted 4150 chrome moly-vanadium barrel  
with crowned muzzle

· Mid-length gas system for smoother recoil
· Free-floating, vented aluminum fore-end
· Hogue® rubberized pistol grip
· Standard A2 stock
· Two 1 ¼" mini-risers for optics mounting
· MOE™ trigger guard for gloved finger access
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 5-round magazine

Bushmaster® 308 Hunter Rifle  (90821)

HUNTING
308/7.62 NATO SERIES

HUNTER FEATURES

ORC FEATURES

From Big Game to Predator, the 308 Series is your Solution
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ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90425 450 Bushmaster® 8.1 lbs 35.5" 16" 11/16 x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,484.76

90431 450 Bushmaster® 8.3 lbs 39.5" 20" 11/16 x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,500.31

 

DEADLY HUNTING ACCURACY 
RAPID FOLLOW-UP CAPABILITY

450 BUSHMASTER®

450 Bushmaster® Rifle (shown)  (90431)

450 Bushmaster® Carbine  (90425)

450 Bushmaster® State-Compliant  (90623)

· 20" barrel rifle or 16" barrel carbine with 1 in 24" twist
· Upper and lower receivers machined from a mil. spec.  

aluminum forging
· Free-floating, vented aluminum fore-end
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety  

manual, chamber flag, sling and 5-round magazine

FEATURES

THE BIG GAME
HUNTER
WITH AR SPEED & ACCURACY

BALLISTICS INFORMATION 

The 450 Bushmaster® cartridge allows AR-15 owners to 
upgrade their familiar lightweight package to big bore 
stopping power.

Pushing a 260 grain, .45 caliber projectile to a muzzle velocity 
of 2180fps yields 2,743 ft/lbs of energy at the muzzle.

5.56 NATO/223 REM 450 BUSHMASTER

BULLET WEIGHT 55gr. 260gr.

BORE DIAMETER .224" .452"

VELOCITY 3,240 FPS 2,180 FPS

ENERGY 1,282 ft/lbs 2,743 ft/lbs
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· Fluted 24" extra-heavy Bushmaster® varmint barrel  
(1" dia. out to gas block) with 11° competition muzzle crown

· 1-in-9" twist (non-chrome-lined) free-floated with a vented 
aluminum fore-end and bipod stud

· Two-stage competition trigger (3 ½-lb. take up, 1-lb. let off)
· Two 1 ¼" mini-risers for optics mounting
· Hogue® rubberized pistol grip (black)
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 5-round magazine

A-TACS® ONLY FEATURES

· Coated in A-TACS® digital camouflage for superior concealment

Bushmaster® Varminter Rifle shown  (90641)

Bushmaster® Varminter Stainless Rifle  (90636)

Bushmaster® Varminter Bullet Button  (90886)

Bushmaster® A-TACS® Varminter Rifle  (90824)

VARMINTER RIFLES

FEATURES
EXTENDED-RANGE.

RAPID FOLLOW-UPS.
LIGHT RECOIL.

A VARMINT'S NIGHTMARE.

HUNTING

Built Specifically for Varmint Hunters

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90636 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Crowned Non-Fluted, stainless steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34

90641 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34

90824 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,534.51
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THE QUICKEST,
MOST DEADLY PREDATOR

IN THE FOOD CHAIN

FEATURES

Bushmaster® A-TACS® Predator Rifle  (90823)

PREDATOR RIFLES

Bushmaster® Predator Rifle   (90629)

Bushmaster® Predator Bullet Button  (90877)

· Fluted 20" extra-heavy Bushmaster® predator barrel (1"  
dia. out to gas block) with 11" competition muzzle crown

· 1 in 8" twist (non-chrome-lined) for the heavier bullets,  
free-floated with a vented aluminum fore-end and bipod stud

· Two-stage competition trigger (3 ½-lb. take up, 1-lb. let off)
· Two 1 ¼" mini-risers for optics mounting
· Hogue® rubberized pistol grip (black)
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber block, sling and 5-round magazine

A-TACS® ONLY FEATURES

· Coated in A-TACS® digital camouflage for superior concealment

Take on the Predators with Devastating Performance

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90629 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,414.80

90823 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,518.97
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COMPETITION/TARGET
DCM-XR

20" BARRELED M16 A2/A3 TYPE RIFLES

FEATURES

FEATURES

20" (A2 – Fixed Handle) Chrome-Lined Barrel  (90242)

20" (A3 – Removable Handle) Chrome-Lined Barrel shown  (90325)

20" (A3 – Removable Handle) Stainless Steel Barrel  (90331)

20" (A3 – Removable Handle) Target Model State-Compliant  (90578)

20" (A2 – Fixed Handle) Target Model Bullet Button  (90877)

DCM-XR (A2 – Fixed Handle)  (90543)

·  Heavy 1", match-grade, button-rifled barrels with 1-in-8" twist
·  Stay Straight™ dual aperture rear sight modified to accept  

four sizes of aperture
·  Buttstock features a 3.62 lb. lead counterbalance weight
·  Competition front sights
·  Two-stage competition trigger, factory set for a 3.5 lb. first stage 

and a 1 lb. let off, per CMP/NRA competition regulations
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 2 10-round magazines (DCM LEGAL)

·  A2 (fixed handle) upper receiver features a 300-800 meter  
rear sight system (with 1 MOA elevation and ½ MOA  
windage adjustments)

·  A3 (removable handle) upper receiver has a 300-600 meter rear 
sight system with ½ MOA elevation and windage adjustments

·  A3  upper receiver features a Picatinny mounting rail for easy 
attachment of most accessory sights, scopes or optic devices

· 20"  4150 Chrome-moly or stainless steel barrels  
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 30-round magazine

Tack-Driving Accuracy, Competition-Proven Performance

Amazing AR-style Accuracy in your Choice of Barrels
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PRECISION & PERFORMANCE –
RIGHT ON TARGET

ONLY THE BEST
WIN A BUSHMASTER® CUP 
Every year Bushmaster® sponsors two top shooter awards at the 
Camp Perry National Matches. The overall top competitor will win 
the Bushmaster Cup, while the top shooter in the NRA Whistler Boy 
Jr. competition will win a junior version of the Bushmaster Cup. 

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90242 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.46 lbs 39.5" 20" ½ x 28 Heavy profile chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,150.50

90325 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.78 lbs 39.5" 20" ½ x 28 Heavy profile chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,236.01

90331 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.78 lbs 39.5" 20" ½ x 28 Polished 416 stainless steel $1,236.01

90543 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 13.5 lbs 38.5" 20" Crowned 1" diameter competition, chrome-moly vanadium steel $1,360.39
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STATE-COMPLIANT

M4A2 Type State-Compliant Carbine shown  (90551)

M4A3 Type State-Compliant Carbine  (90591)

M4A3 Type 16" State-Compliant Carbine  (90569)

FEATURES
·   A3 model includes Picatinny rail for easy optics mounting, and 

removable A3 carry handle with ½ MOA dual aperture rear sight
·  14.5" M4 profile barrel features permanently attached Izzy-type 

muzzle brake for a (BATF legal) overall barrel length
·  Front sight features AR type base with square post; adjustable  

for elevation
·  Rear sight features an A2 or A3 dual aperture type; adjustable for 

windage and elevation

M4 TYPE CARBINE
The Popular Bushmaster M4 Type “State-Compliant” Carbine

·  A fixed-length “Tele-style” stock affords light weight, carrying 
ease and quick handling (pinned fully open)

·  Carbine-length handguards feature internal aluminum shields 
to help prevent heat build-up

· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  
chamber flag, sling and a magazine

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH BARREL MSRP SHOWN ON PG

90543 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 13.5 lbs 38.5" 20" 1" diameter competition, chrome-moly vanadium steel $1,360.39 24

90551 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 14.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,197.14 26

90566 6.8mm Rem SPC 7.1 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 12

90569 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,259.33 26

90578 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.5 lbs 39.5" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,236.02 24

90591 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 14.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,274.88 26

90623 450 Bushmaster 8.5 lbs 36.5" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,500.31 21

90629 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,414.80 23

90636 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34 22

90641 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34 22

90652 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,111.63 11

90717 7.62 x 39mm 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 12

90720 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 33" 16.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $2,453.00 27

90736 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $824.74 27

90806 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $844.74 27

90821 308 Win./7.62 NATO 8.2 lbs 35" 16.5" Chrome-moly steel w/coated bore/chamber $932.99 20

90823 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,518.97 23

90824 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,534.51 22
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GREAT PERFORMANCE
STATE-COMPLIANT

STATE AND LOCAL FIREARMS LAWS VARY.  
Before ordering, check laws in your area or call 800.883.6229

STATE-COMPLIANT ACR® 

CARBON 15 SUPERLIGHT ORC

C15 P97 PISTOL

Bushmaster® State-Compliant ACR®  (90720)

Carbon 15 Superlight ORC  
State-Compliant  (90806)

· Permanently pinned and welded Izzy muzzle brake
· Tool-less quick change-over barrel system available in multiple calibers
· Free-floating MIL-STD 1913 monolithic top rail for optic mounting 

(sights not included)
· Two-point push-button sling attachment

· Durable Carbon 15 composite receivers are an amazing 40% lighter 
than comparable aircraft aluminum receivers

· Upper receiver includes a Picatinny rail for easy optics mounting
· 16" Super Light contour barrel chambered for 5.56 NATO/223 Rem
· Permanently pinned and welded IZZY muzzle brake
· Fixed length 4 position style telestock pinned fully open
· Includes red dot optic
· Ships with an operator safety manual, chamber flag, sling  

and 10-round magazine

· Receivers and other parts are molded of super durable, water resistant 
Carbon 15 Composite

· Stainless steel match grade barrel
· 7” barrel utilizes 1-9’’ twist
· A1 birdcage flash suppressor
· Bolt Carrier is Black Oxide finished for corrosion resistance
· Hogue Rubber pistol grip
· Low profile sightsC15 P97 Pistol State-Compliant  (90736)

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES
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BULLET BUTTON ORC ACR®

BULLET BUTTON

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH BARREL MSRP SHOWN ON PG

90877 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 7.9 lbs 38.2" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,414.80 23

90880 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,274.88 29

90883 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.46 lbs 38.2" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,150.50 24

90886 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.16 lbs 42.2" 24" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,430.34 22

90888 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,111.63 29

90890 308 Win./7.62 Nato 7.9 lbs 35" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,476.99 20

90893 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $2,343.00 28

Bullet Button ORC ACR®  (90893)

· ORC (Optics Ready Carbine) configuration  
(does not include flip up sights shown)

· 16" M4 contour barrel with A2 flash hider
· Bullet Button lower receiver
· Tool required for magazine removal
· 10-round magazine

FEATURES
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SAME PERFORMANCE
STATE-COMPLIANT

Bullet Button Patrolman’s Carbine  (90880)

Bullet Button M4 Type ORC  (90888)

BULLET BUTTON PATROLMAN’S CARBINE

BULLET BUTTON M4 TYPE ORC

· A3 upper receiver with detachable carry handle
· 16" M4 contour barrel with A2 flash hider
· Bullet Button lower receiver
· Tool required for magazine removal
· 10-round magazine

· A3 upper receiver with two 1 ¼" mini-risers
· 16" M4 contour barrel with A2 flash hider and  

low profile gas block
· Bullet Button lower receiver
· Tool required for magazine removal
· 10-round magazine

FEATURES

FEATURES
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BUSHMASTER®

BA50 CARBINE

Bushmaster® BA50 Rifle
(90102)

· Rifle (30" barrel) with 1 in 15" twist
· Barrel free-floated within vented fore-end
· Bolt action: left bolt / right port, for faster cycling of action
· Magpul® PRS adjustable buttstock with LimbSaver® recoil pad
·  High-efficiency recoil-reducing brake minimizes rearward force 

comparable to 243 Win
· Disassembles like an AR-type rifle for cleaning and maintenance
· MIL-STD 1913 rail on receiver and vented fore-end

50 BMG

Extreme Power +  Precision Accuracy = Superior Combination

· Lower receiver machined from T6-6061 aluminum billet
· Steel bipod with folding legs
· ErgoGrip Deluxe Tactical pistol grip
· Manganese phosphate finish on steel parts
· Hard anodized black finish on aluminum parts (mil. spec.)
· Shipped with Storm hard case, two 10-round magazines,  

bipod and eye and ear protection

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90102 .50 BMG 30 lbs 58" 30" 1"-14UNS-ZA Lothar Walther barrel, free-floating with vented fore-end $5,519.27

  

FEATURES
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MONSTROUS LONG-RANGE  

POWER
MEETS LONG-RANGE 

ACCURACY 

ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE
WHEN IT MATTERS MOST

ACTUAL SIZE .50 BMG CARTRIDGE
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90453 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.5 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,479.99

90458 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.9 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,480.00

90459 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.6 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,480.10

90468 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.30

90474 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.24

90480 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.9 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.25

90481 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.9 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.25

  

11.5" A3 AUTO ENTRY

14.5" M4 A3 Auto Entry shown  (90474)
16" Patrolman’s Carbine A2  (90459)
16" Patrolman’s Carbine A3  (90481)
16" A2 Heavy Barrel  (90458)
16" A3 Heavy Barrel  (90480)

11.5" A2 Auto Entry  (90453)
11.5" A3 Auto Entry shown  (90468)

14.5" M4-A3 AUTO ENTRY

FEATURES

FEATURES

· 3 position safety selector allows for safe, semi auto, and full auto 
firing modes

· A3 flat top receiver with removable carry handle
· 11.5" heavy contour barrel with bayonet lug and A2 flash hider
· Chrome lined bore and chamber
· 6 position collapsible telestock

· 3 position safety selector allows for safe, semi auto, and full auto 
firing modes

· A3 flat top receiver with removable carry handle
· 14.5" M4 contour barrel with bayonet lug and A2 flash hider
· Chrome lined bore and chamber
· 6 position collapsible telestock
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ACR®

ACR® Patrol Carbine
(90723)

ACR® Special Purpose Carbine shown  (90722)

14.5" ACR® Special Purpose  (90721)

·   AAC® BLACKOUT® flash hider with exceptional signature  
reduction, compatible with AAC ratchet-mount suppressors

·   Adjustable, two-position, gas piston-driven system for  
firing suppressed or unsuppressed, supported by hardened 
internal bearing rails

·  Tool-less quick-change barrel system available in 10.5",  
14.5", 16.5", 18.5" and in multiple calibers

·  Ships in nylon soft case for law enforcement use, includes 
2-point push button sling and three 30-round PMAGs

ACR® SPECIAL PURPOSE ALSO HAS THE FOLLOWING FEATURES

·  14 ½" and 16 ½" cold hammer-forged barrel with an  
innovative coating for extremely long life

·  Folding and six-position telescoping high-impact polymer  
stock with rubber butt pad and sling mounts

·  Ships in nylon soft case for law enforcement use, includes  
single point sling and three 30-round PMAG™ magazines

FEATURES

PROTECT & SERVE
DEFENDING FREEDOM - ENFORCING LAW

Law Enforcement Approved

Adaptability in a Multitude of Dynamic Tactical Environments

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90721 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 31.5-34.5" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,781.98

90722 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,799.00

90723 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,490.00
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14.5" M4-A3 3-ROUND BURST ENTRY

16" 3-ROUND BURST
PATROLMAN’S CARBINE

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90489 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,540.60

90490 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,540.42

90495 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,695.61

90496 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,695.52

90497 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,695.64

  

16" 3-Round Burst Patrolman's Carbine - A3 shown  (90497)
16" 3-Round Burst A2 Heavy Barrel  (90490) 
16" 3-Round Burst A3 Heavy Barrel  (90496)

14.5" M4A2 3-Round Burst Entry  (90489)
14.5" M4A3 3-Round Burst Entry shown  (90495)

LAW ENFORCEMENT

FEATURES

FEATURES

· 3 position safety selector allows for safe, semi auto, and  
burst firing modes

· A3 flat top receiver with removable carry handle
· 14.5" M4 contour barrel with bayonet lug and A2 flash hider
· Chrome lined bore and chamber
· 6 position collapsible telestock

· 3 position safety selector allows for safe, semi auto, and  
burst firing modes

· A3 flat top receiver with removable carry handle
· 16" M4 contour barrel with bayonet lug and A2 flash hider
· Chrome lined bore and chamber
· 6 position collapsible telestock
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ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP

90197 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.2 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,316.18

90203 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,393.66

90260 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.2 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,402.53

90266 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,411.19

90274 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,445.60

   

ENTRY CARBINE

M4 CARBINE

·  11.5" barrel is chrome-lined in both bore and chamber 
· A2 birdcage flash suppressor to control muzzle flash
·  Available in A2 (fixed handle) or A3 (removable handle) 
·  Six-position telescoping buttstock for light weight and  

quick handling
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 30-round magazine

·  14.5" barrel is chrome-lined in both bore and chamber
· A2 birdcage flash suppressor to control muzzle flash
·  Available in A2 (fixed handle) or A3 (removable handle)
·  Six-position telescoping buttstock for light weight and  

quick handling
· Ships with a lockable hard case, operator safety manual,  

chamber flag, sling and 30-round magazine

Proven Reliable Every Hour, Every Day

Compact and Powerful to Get the Job Done in Tight Situations

PROTECT & SERVE
DEFENDING FREEDOM - ENFORCING LAW

FEATURES

FEATURES

14.5" M4A2 Carbine with Telestock  (90203) 

14.5" M4A3 Carbine with Telestock shown  (90274)

14.5" M4A3 Heavy Barrel Carbine with Telestock  (90266)

11.5" Barrel (A2) Entry Carbine  (90197) 

11.5" Barrel (A3) Entry Carbine shown  (90260)
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· Built on the versatile Bushmaster® modular AR platform
·  Barreled upper receivers can be used on existing AR15 type  

lower receivers
·  All receivers feature integral brass deflectors and hard  

anodized finish
·  Each assembly is factory headspaced, test-fired and ready to use

·  Bushmaster 4150 chrome moly-vanadium steel barrels feature hard 
chrome lining in both bore and chamber for extended barrel life

· Forged, lightweight 7075T6 aircraft-quality aluminum receivers 
incorporate all M16A2 design improvements including cartridge 
case deflector, bolt catch assembly and raised ribs for protection 
against accidental magazine release

UPPER RECEIVERS

OVERALL FEATURES FOR UPPER RECEIVERS & BARREL ASSEMBLIES 

16" M4 A3 PATROLMAN’S  
CARBINE UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  Similar to our M4-type carbines, but with additional barrel length (16”) 

Bushmaster 5.56 NATO/223 Rem –  
16” A3 Patrolman’s Carbine Upper Assembly (91822) .......................................$695.00

6.8mm SPC CALIBER UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  The 6.8mm SPC was specially adapted to fit the AR15-Type magazine
-  16" M4-profile barrel is fitted with Izzy muzzle brake 
- 26-round magazine included

Bushmaster 6.8mm SPC – 16” Bbl  A3 Rifle Upper Assembly (91828) ...............$785.00

7.62x39mm CALIBER UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  16" M4-profile barrel is fitted with Izzy muzzle brake 
- 26-round magazine included

Bushmaster 7.62x39mm – 16” Bbl A3 Rifle Upper Assembly (91820) ................$785.00
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VARMINTER/PREDATOR  
.223 CAL. UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  Vented free-floating fore-end and scope risers on a flat-top upper
- 11˚ competition muzzle crown and milled gas block
-  Fluted, extra heavy, non-chrome-lined 20” barrel with 1 in 8" twist

Predator Upper Assembly (92450)....................................................................$775.00

-  Fluted, extra heavy, non-chrome-lined 24” barrel with 1 in 9” twist

Varminter Upper Assembly (92820) ..................................................................$785.00

MODULAR CARBINE UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  Fluted, chrome-lined, chrome moly steel 16” barrel with 1 in 9” twist
-  Milled gas block, flip-up sights, 4-rail fore-end with rail covers
-  Bipod/sling stud, flat-top upper receiver with bolt carrier, charging handle and 

forward assist

Bushmaster 5.56 NATO/223 Rem –  
Modular Carbine Upper Assembly (92336) ........................................................$990.00

PRECISION-CRAFTED
MODULAR DESIGN

.450 BUSHMASTER UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  Add the hard-hitting punch of the 450 Bushmaster to your Bushmaster lower 

receiver instantly
-  AR-type gas operating system drastically reduces recoil for excellent second shot control 
-  Aluminum forearm free-floats the barrel for optimum accuracy
-  Heavy barrel is hard-chrome lined in bore and chamber for exceptional durability 

and features 1 in 24” twist rifling, optimized for the .450 bullet
- Includes 5-round .450 specific magazine

.450 Bushmaster – 20” Bbl Rifle Upper Assembly (91702) ................................$795.00
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BUSHMASTER 16" DISSIPATOR  
CARBINE UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  Gas block located behind the front sight base and under the full-length 

handguards to guard against heat buildup

Bushmaster 5.56 NATO/223 Rem –  
A3 Dissipator Carbine Upper Assembly (92316) ................................................$705.00

BUSHMASTER “V MATCH”  
16" UPPER ASSEMBLY
- 16’’ Heavy contour Barrel
- Chrome Lined Bore and Chamber
- Carbine length Aluminum free float fore end
- Milled Low profile gas block

Bushmaster 5.56 NATO/223 Rem –  
16" V Match Carbine Upper Assembly (92194) .................................................$625.00

UPPER RECEIVERS

16" HEAVY A2 CARBINE  
UPPER ASSEMBLY
-  16” barrel carbines offer compact size, balanced swing weight, and great accuracy 

called for in many tactical situations
-  Standard issue for many law enforcement and military units

Bushmaster 5.56 NATO/223 Rem –  
16” Heavy A2 Carbine Upper Assembly (92546) ................................................$585.00

Assemblies below are not pictured:
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Six Position Telestock and Pistol Grip Lower Receivers
-  Complete lower receiver with all Bushmaster components, ready to assemble onto 

your upper receiver

Lower w/Telestock (92950) ............................................................ $370.00

Lower, marked for Multi-Caliber (92952) ............................................ $370.00

Lower w/Fixed Telestock (92954) .................................................... $370.00

Skeleton Stock Lower Receiver
-  Skeleton stock features a rubber butt pad, neoprene foam sleeve over extension 

tube and multiple mounting points for the Q.D. sling swivel (included)

Lower w/Ace Skeleton Stock (92960) ........................................................$425.00

LOWER RECEIVERS
SIX POSITION TELESTOCK

SKELETON STOCK

TRAPDOOR STOCK

NOTE: FFL REQUIRED FOR PURCHASE OF ANY LOWER RECEIVER.

NOTE: ASSEMBLIES WITH TELESTOCKS MAY BE ILLEGAL IN SOME LOCATIONS. CHECK YOUR STATE AND COUNTY STATUTES TO DETERMINE LEGALITY. 

Trapdoor Lower Receiver
- Solid A2 buttstock with trapdoor storage compartment

5.56 NATO/223 Rem (92956) ...................................................................$345.00

Marked for Multi-caliber (92958) ..............................................................$345.00



ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP SHOWN ON PG

90704 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,699.00 7

90705 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,699.00 6

90820 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,540.00 7

90847 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,490.00 4

90838 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33"-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,490.00 4

90899 300 AAC® BLACKOUT® 6.5 lbs 32.5" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $1,471.39 8

90212 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 7.0 lbs 35" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,181.59 13

90216 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.7 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,197.14 10

90280 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 7.3 lbs 35" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,259.33 13

90289 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.7 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,274.88 10

90297 7.62/39mm 6.57 lbs 32.75" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 12

90298 6.8 mm Rem SPC 6.57 lbs 32.75" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 12

90391 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,391.48 11

90831 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 35" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,391.48 12

90291 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 14

90687 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 14

90688 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,181.59 14

90826 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,391.48 14

90827 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.5 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,298.20 14

90828 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.92 lbs 34" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,508.08 15

90829 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,298.20 15

90839 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.5 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,298.20 14

90841 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.92 lbs 34" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,508.08 15

90842 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.92 lbs 34" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,508.08 15

90689 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 5.5 lbs 32.75" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $844.74 16

90728 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 5.77 lbs 32.75" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99 17

90732 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 5.5 lbs 32.75" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99 18

90747 9MM 5.7 lbs 32.75" 16" ½ x 36 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99 18

90735 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 3.25 lbs 20" 7.25" ½ x 28 416 match-grade stainless steel $871.13 19

90737 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 2.8 lbs 20" 7.25" ½ x 28 416 match-grade stainless steel $902.06 19

90744 9MM 2.88 lbs 20" 7.25" ½ x 36 416 match-grade stainless steel $871.13 19

90425 450 Bushmaster® 8.1 lbs 35.5" 16" 11/16 x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,484.76 21

90431 450 Bushmaster® 8.3 lbs 39.5" 20" 11/16 x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,500.31 21

90629 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,414.80 23

90636 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Crowned Non-Fluted, stainless steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34 22

90641 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34 22

90702 308 Win./7.62 NATO 7.75 lbs 37.25" 16" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $844.74 20

90821 308 Win./7.62 NATO 8.2 lbs 35" 20" ǫ x 24 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $932.99 20

90823 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,518.97 23

90824 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Crowned Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,534.51 22

90242 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.46 lbs 39.5" 20" ½ x 28 Heavy profile chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,150.50 24

90325 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.78 lbs 39.5" 20" ½ x 28 Heavy profile chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,236.01 24

90331 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.78 lbs 39.5" 20" ½ x 28 Polished 416 stainless steel $1,236.01 24

90543 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 13.5 lbs 38.5" 20" Crowned 1" diameter competition, chrome-moly vanadium steel $1,360.39 24

90102 .50 BMG 30 lbs 58" 30" 1"-14UNS-ZA Lothar Walther barrel, free-floating with vented fore-end $5,519.27 30
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2012 FIREARM SPECIFICATIONS
Prices are Subject to Change Without Notice.



ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE BARREL MSRP SHOWN ON PG

90197 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.2 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,316.18 35

90203 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,393.66 35

90260 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.2 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,402.53 35

90266 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,411.19 35

90274 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,445.60 35

90453 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.5 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,479.99 32

90458 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.9 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,480.00 32

90459 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.6 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,480.10 32

90468 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 28" 11.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.30 32

90474 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.24 32

90480 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.9 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.25 32

90481 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.9 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,635.25 32

90489 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,540.60 34

90490 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,540.42 34

90495 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 31" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,695.61 34

90496 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,695.52 34

90497 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,695.64 34

90721 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 31.5-34.5" 14.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,781.98 33

90722 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 33-36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,799.00 33

90723 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.2 lbs 36" 16.5" ½ x 28 4150 chrome-moly steel w/nitrite-coated bore/chamber $2,490.00 33

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH BARREL MSRP SHOWN ON PG

90877 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 7.9 lbs 38.2" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,414.80 23

90880 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,274.88 29

90883 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.46 lbs 38.2" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,150.50 24

90886 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.16 lbs 42.2" 24" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,430.34 22

90888 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,111.63 29

90890 308 Win./7.62 Nato 7.9 lbs 35" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,476.99 20

90893 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $2,343.00 28

LAW ENFORCEMENT

STATE COMPLIANT

BULLET BUTTON
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STATE AND LOCAL FIREARMS LAWS VARY.  
Before ordering, check laws in your area or call 800.883.6229

ORDER # CALIBER WEIGHT W/O MAG OVERALL LENGTH BARREL LENGTH BARREL MSRP SHOWN ON PG

90543 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 13.5 lbs 38.5" 20" 1" diameter competition, chrome-moly vanadium steel $1,360.39 24

90551 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 14.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,197.14 26

90566 6.8mm Rem SPC 7.1 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 12

90569 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,259.33 26

90578 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.5 lbs 39.5" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,236.02 24

90591 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 14.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,274.88 26

90623 450 Bushmaster 8.5 lbs 36.5" 20" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,500.31 21

90629 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,414.80 23

90636 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34 22

90641 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,430.34 22

90652 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,111.63 11

90717 7.62 x 39mm 6.8 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $1,368.16 12

90720 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 33" 16.5" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $2,453.00 27

90736 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $824.74 27

90806 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 6.42 lbs 32.5" 16" 4150 chrome-moly steel w/chrome-lined bore/chamber $844.74 27

90821 308 Win./7.62 NATO 8.2 lbs 35" 16.5" Chrome-moly steel w/coated bore/chamber $932.99 20

90823 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8 lbs 38.25" 20" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,518.97 23

90824 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 8.4 lbs 42.25" 24" Fluted, chrome-moly steel (non-chrome-lined) $1,534.51 22



PARTS &
BUY NOW AT

BUSHMASTER.COM

ACCESSORIES
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Stripped Lower Receivers 
-  Build a Bushmaster rifle from the ground up with  

our stripped lower receiver housings
-  Machined from highest quality aircraft  

aluminum forgings
-  Requires a Bushmaster complete lower receiver 

parts kit and your choice of buttstock
-  Bushmaster offers a complete rifle build-up video,  

or you may also reference the U.S. government  
M16A2 technical manual

Stripped Lower for 5.56mm (F1003299) ...........$200.00

Stripped Lower for Multi-Caliber (F1003308) .....$200.00

FFL required for purchase of any  lower receiver.

Assemblies with telestocks may still be illegal in some states. Check your state and country statutes to determine legality. Also available – lower 
assembly with ATF-approved fixed length tele-style stock.

Bushmaster® A1 Upper Receivers
- This version includes an elevation adjustment
-  Forward assist assembly
-  Aircraft quality aluminum forgings are used for 

superior strength, and they include integral cartridge 
case deflector

-  Finish is a mil. spec., non-reflective hard anodized 
with a baked on dry film lube coating inside to 
ensure long wear and smooth carrier operation

Complete A1 Upper Receiver Assembly  
(F1003671) .....................................................$160.00

Stripped A1 Upper Receiver Assembly 
(F1002986) .....................................................$125.00

Carbon 15 Molded Upper Receivers
-  Tough yet lightweight, these upper receivers 

are molded of carbon fiber composite originally 
developed for the aerospace industry

-  Impervious to corrosion, they are solid color 
throughout – no surface finish to wear off

-  Use these receivers to build the lightest AR-type 
rifle around 

Carbon 15 Flat-Top Upper Receiver (F1009101) ...$155.00

Carbon 15 Flat-Top Upper Receiver   
w/Forward Assist & Dust Cover (F1006796) ......$190.00

Carbon 15 Pistol Upper Receiver (F1003804) ....$139.95 

Complete A2 Upper Receiver
-  Forged of aircraft aluminum, units are machined to 

meet or exceed mil. spec.
-  Hard anodized to a dark gray non-reflective finish
-  Includes an Integral brass deflector and a baked-on 

dry film lube coating inside for long wear and 
smooth carrier operation

Complete A2 Upper Receiver (F1003682) ..........$195.00

V Match (Flat Top) Upper Receiver
-  The A3 “flat-top” with its Picatinny rail allows 

virtually unlimited mounting of sights and optics
-  Carefully machined from aircraft aluminum forgings 

and is complete as shown with ejection port cover 
and forward assist 

V Match (Flat Top) Upper Receiver (F1005620) ..$190.00

Bushmaster® A2 Stripped Upper Receiver
-  Fully machined, hard anodize finished forging is 

dry-lubed and ready to assemble
-  Ready to assemble with top Bushmaster quality parts
-  Requires a rear sight, forward assist assembly and 

ejection port cover assembly for completion

A2 Stripped Upper Receiver (F1003247) ...........$125.00

Stripped V Match (Flat Top)  
Upper Receiver
-  Fully machined and hard anodize finished aircraft 

quality aluminum forging ready for assembly
-  Requires ejection port cover assembly and forward 

assist assembly for completion

Stripped V Match (Flat Top) Upper Receiver 
(F1002991) .....................................................$155.00

UPPER RECEIVERS

LOWER RECEIVERS

Carbon 15 Stripped Lower Receivers
-  Molded of carbon fiber, these units are lightweight 

and durable
-  They are solid color throughout – no finish to  

wear through
-  These are the same receivers we use on our  

Carbon 15 models
-  Standard AR parts (like our lower receiver parts kit) 

are ready to drop right in

C15 M4 Type Receiver (F1004141)  ..................$200.00

C15 R21/97/97S Receiver (F1003894) .............$200.00

C15 P21/97 Pistol Receiver (F1003893)  ..........$200.00
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LOWER RECEIVER PARTS & KITS

Complete Lower Receiver Parts Kit*
-  Everything necessary to completely build up your 

lower receiver
-  Kits available with either AR15-Type or M16* 

components (lower receiver and auto sear are not included)

AR15-Type Lower Parts Kit (F1003693) ..............$69.50 
M16 Lower Parts Kit (F1005166) ........................$69.50

DCM Competition Complete  
Lower Receiver Parts Kit
-  Parts shown above plus our adjustable two-stage 

competition trigger

AR15-Type Lower Parts Kit (F1003731) ............$170.95

Field Repair Kit
-  High breakage and loss items in a heavy zip-lock bag

AR-15 (F1003615) ............................................$31.95 
M-16* (F1005117) ............................................$31.95

XM15/AR15-Type/M16*  
Emergency Survival Kit
-  Survival kit is packed in a belt mountable Olive Drab 

carrying case
-  Specify with part numbers below: A1 Type (round 

front sight post) or A2 Type (square front sight post) 
and AR15-Type (AR) or M16 (M) parts

Survival Kit w/A1 Sight Tool 
AR-15(AR EMERG A1) M-16(F1000975) .............$63.95

Survival Kit w/A2 Sight Tool 
AR-15(AR EMERG A2) M-16(F1000976) .............$63.95

Two-Stage Trigger
- As used in our Predator/Varmint rifles

(F1002086) .....................................................$129.95

Complete AR15-Type Spare Parts Kit
-  One “super-kit” that will take care of all your AR15-

Type rifle’s spare parts needs

Complete AR15-Type Spare Parts Kit w/Rifle Buffer 
Spring (F1001010) ............................................$39.50

Complete AR15-Type Spare Parts Kit w/Carbine Buffer 
Spring (F1001011) ............................................$39.50

NOTE: IF YOU HAVE OUR FIXED LENGTH TELESTOCK, PLEASE 
CHOOSE THE RIFLE BUFFER SPRING PACKAGE.
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AR15-Type or M16*  
Ambidextrous Safety Selector
- Installs easily into your lower receiver
-  For the M16 part, an FFL or a copy of your Form 4 is 

required for sale

AR15-Type (F1008015) ......................................$36.95

M16* (F1001483) ..............................................$36.95

AR15-Type/M16 Accu-Wedge
-  Accu-Wedge eliminates play between upper and 

lower receivers for a more solid feel 
-  Easily installed, no modifications required

Accu-Wedge (F1000946) .....................................$6.50

Ambidextrous  
Magazine Release
-  Release magazines from either side of the receiver
- Uses stock button and spring

Ambidextrous Magazine Release (F1003101) ......$95.95

AR15-Type Bolt Release Extension
-  A finely machined aluminum lever to help high 

power competitors get back on target faster by 
keeping the forearm hand in place

(F1002050)  ......................................................$47.95

Quick-Pull Takedown Pin  
for Carbon 15 Top Loading Carbine
-  Makes opening the receivers of the top loading 

carbine easier and faster 

Quick-Pull Takedown Pin (F1004243) ....................$3.95

Expandable Tensioning Pin For  
All AR15-Type Rifles
-  Designed to cure a loose fit between older upper 

and lower receivers

Expandable Tensioning Pins (F1001012) .............$36.95

Anti-Walk Pins for XM15,  
AR15- Type and M16
-  Designed to prevent trigger or sear pin walkout 

under rapid fire conditions

Set of Two Pins with Circlips (F1002129) ...............$6.50

Offset Pin
-  Adapts a Colt lower receiver (with large hole) to M16 

forward assist type upper receiver with smaller hole

Offset Pin (F1001670) ..........................................$6.50

Individual Lower Receiver Parts  
for Late Model COLT AR15-Types
-  These are the hard-to-find parts for the late model 

Colts requiring the larger .172” diameter hammer 
and trigger pins 

Hammer (F1003074) .........................................$23.50

Trigger (F1003052) ............................................$21.50

Disconnector (F1003095) .....................................$7.50

Hammer or Trigger Pin (F1003068) .......................$3.50

All 5 parts in a kit (F1000974) ............................$53.95

M16*A2 Three Shot Burst Set
-  Installation of this set in your M16A1 machine gun 

will give you a “three-shot-burst” capability as in 
the M16A2 

-  An FFL is required for sale, or a copy of your Form 4. 
Not legal for installation in anything but a licensed 
machine gun.

M16 A2 Three Shot Burst Set (F1000617) ...........$63.95

M16* Full Auto Sear
- Includes pivot pin, bushing and spring
- Note: An FFL or Tax Stamp is required for purchase

M16 Full Auto Sear (F1003064) ..........................$31.95

AR15-Type or M16* “Re-hab” Kit
-  Hammer, trigger, safety selector and disconnector 
-  M16 kit must be used in a Title II receiver for legality 

– an FFL or Tax Stamp is required for sale 

For Semi-Auto AR15-Type (F1003664)................$35.95

For Full-Auto M16 (F1005124) ...........................$35.95

NOTE: M16 PARTS ARE NOT LEGAL FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA.
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Note the differences* between the corresponding parts in each drawing.

AR15-TYPE PARTS

HAMMER WITH J PIN  

SAFETY  
SELECTOR
LEVER

NOTE “CLOSED” AREA

TRIGGER 

BOLT CARRIER

DISCONNECTOR

M16 PARTS

HAMMER WITH J PIN 

SAFETY 
SELECTOR  
LEVER

NOTE “OPEN” AREA

TRIGGER

BOLT CARRIER

DISCONNECTOR

Bolt Catch Assembly ...........................................  $6.50

Bolt Catch ..........................................................  $5.50

Bolt Catch Spring .................................................  $ .55

Bolt Catch Plunge ................................................  $ .55

Bolt Catch Pin ......................................................  $ .55

Buffer Detent ......................................................  $1.60

Buffer Detent Spring .............................................  $ .55

AR15-Type Disconnector .....................................  $5.95

M16 Disconnector*  ............................................  $5.95

Disconnector Spring .............................................  $ .55

AR15-Type Hammer w. J pin .............................  $14.95

M16 Hammer w. J pin*  ....................................  $14.95

Hammer Pin, Trigger Pin or Sear Pin* each  ...........$1.00

Hammer Spring ..................................................  $1.00

Magazine Catch Assembly ...................................  $4.95

Magazine Catch ..................................................  $3.50

Magazine Catch Button .......................................  $1.50

Magazine Catch Spring  .......................................  $ .55

Pistol Grip A2 ....................................................  $12.95

Pistol Grip Screw..................................................  $ .65

Pistol Grip Screw Washer......................................  $ .45

Pivot Pin – Front .................................................  $4.20

Pivot Pin Detent ...................................................  $ .55

Pivot Pin Spring ...................................................  $ .55

AR15-Type Safety Selector ................................  $10.95

LOWER RECEIVER PARTS & KITS

M16 Safety Selector*  .......................................  $10.95

Safety Detent ......................................................  $1.00

Safety Detent Spring ............................................  $ .85

Take Down Pin – Rear .........................................  $4.20

Take Down Pin Detent ..........................................  $ .55

Take Down Pin Spring ..........................................  $ .55

Trigger for M16*  ..............................................  $11.95

Trigger for AR15-Type .......................................  $11.95

Trigger w. Spring for AR15-Type .........................  $12.95

Trigger Spring .....................................................  $1.00

Trigger Guard ......................................................  $5.50

Trigger Guard Roll Pin ...........................................  $ .55

Individual Parts for Lower Receivers
All components available seperately - PLEASE CALL TO ORDER - 1.800.883.6229. 
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Titanium Firing Pin
-  Titanium is 40% lighter than steel for faster lock 

time and greater accuracy
-  Patented, precision machined pin improves safety 

by reducing the possibility of a “slam fire”

AR15-Type (F1000484) ......................................$42.50 

Chrome Steel Firing Pin
- A standard, mil. spec. firing pin for the AR15-Type  
 or M16

AR15-Type (F1002903) ........................................$7.50

M16 (F1002901) .................................................$7.50

Bolt Carrier Rebuild Kit
-  Includes all parts shown to rebuild your bolt  

and carrier

AR15-Type (F1003607) ......................................$37.95

M16* (F1005114) ..............................................$37.95

NOTE: M16 PARTS ARE NOT LEGAL FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA. 
WARNING: KEY MUST BE STAKED ONTO CARRIER.

Ejection Port Cover Assembly
-  Manganese phosphate finished in matte gray/black 

color to match hard anodized uppers

Ejection Port Cover Assembly (F1003612) ...........$12.95

Forward Assist  
Assemblies – Teardrop  
or Round Style
- Machined from 4140  
 ordinance steel 
- Manganese phosphate finished 

Teardrop Style (F1003291) .................................$21.50

Round Style (F1003290) ....................................$21.50

Charging Handle Assembly
-  Precision machined from 7075T6 aircraft-quality 

aluminum forgings, they are hard anodize finished per 
U.S. mil. spec. – with spring-loaded latch installed

Charging Handle Assembly (F1002974)...............$26.50

AR15-Type/M16 (Charging Handle  
with Tactical Latch) (F1002977) ..........................$42.95

AR15-Type/M16 Tactical Latch
-  Sturdy steel construction – improves on the 

standard charging handle latch and allows easy 
weapon charging, or left- handed operation when 
using a scope or other optics

AR15-Type/M16 (Latch Only) (F1000366) ...........$21.95

Enidine Hydraulic Buffer – Rate Reducer
-  Drop-in replacement for standard buffers, with units 

designed for either rifles or carbines
-  Quality alloy steels with a black oxide finish; action 

rod is nickel plated for smooth operation
-  Rear “bumper” is molded black polyurethane

For Carbines (F1001297) ...................................$89.95

Individual Parts for Upper Receivers
Bolt Cam Pin (F1002900) .....................................$4.50

Bolt Carrier Key with Screws/Must Be Staked 
(F1000973) .......................................................$15.95

Bolt Gas Rings (set of 3) (F1002964) ....................$3.15

Ejector Assembly (F1003613) ...............................$3.50

Extractor Assembly (F1003614) ..........................$14.95

Extractor (F1002965) .........................................$13.95

Extractor Pin (F1002971) .....................................$1.00

Extractor Spring (F1003161) ................................$1.50

Extractor Spring Insert (F1003159) ........................$ .80

Firing Pin (F1002902) ..........................................$7.50

Firing Pin Retaining Pin (F1002903) ......................$1.00

UPPER RECEIVER PARTS

Bushmaster® Complete Bolt &  
Bolt Carrier Assembly
AR15-Type (F1002887) ....................................$137.95

M16* (F1002877) ............................................$137.95

AR15-Type or M16 Bolt Carrier  
Assembly with Key Staked on
-  Chrome-lined for smooth bolt functioning and  

long life

AR15-Type (F1002908) ......................................$92.50

M16* (F1002904) ..............................................$92.50

NOTE: M16 BOLT CARRIERS MUST BE USED IN TITLE II RECEIVERS 
FOR LEGALITY. AN FFL OR TAX STAMP IS REQUIRED FOR PURCHASE. 

AR15-Type or M16 Bolt Carrier  
without Key
-  Chrome-lined carrier, but without the carrier key

AR15-Type (F1002924) ......................................$78.95

M16* (F1002917) ..............................................$78.95

CAUTION: BOLT CARRIER KEYS MUST BE “STAKED” ONTO THE 
CARRIER FOR SAFE AND PROPER FUNCTIONING IN YOUR RIFLE.  
FOR INFORMATION ON THIS PROCEDURE, OR ANY AR15-
TYPE ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY WORK, WE RECOMMEND THE 
BUSHMASTER VIDEO OR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT M16 TECHNICAL 
MANUAL (SEE GUNSMITHING SECTION).

Complete AR15-Type Bolt Assembly
-  Includes bolt, extractor assembly, pins, gas rings, 

ejector assembly

Complete AR15-Type Bolt Assembly (F1002935) ...$56.00

Bolt Cam Pin
-  Machined of hardened steel  

to military specs. or better
-  Manganese phosphated  

for protection against rust  
or corrosion

Bolt Cam Pin (F1002900) .....................................$4.50
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Bushmaster® Barrels are the finest AR15-Type/M16-Type barrels made – machined from 4150 chrome moly-vanadium steel or stainless steel. 

Most Bushmaster barrels are hard chrome-lined to offer corrosion resistance in the bore and chamber. The chrome lining is much harder 

than barrel steel and effectively doubles barrel life with proper care (exactly why the military specifies the process). Chrome’s lubricity (i.e., 

“slipperiness”) reduces friction, increases velocity, aids in chambering and extraction, and speeds barrel cleaning. Bushmaster barrels are 

manganese phosphate finished (except the Stainless) to guard against exterior rust or corrosion, and to provide the same matte black, non-

reflective finish found on quality military-type arms.

Rifling
Bushmaster AR15 barrels have 6 grooves and lands, right hand twist, 1 turn in 9" 
(except for DCM and Predator barrels – 1 in 8"). The 1 in 9" twist offers optimal 
results for the widest variety of commercially available 5.56 NATO/223 Rem 
ammunition.

Forged Front Sights
Our standard front sights are machined from steel forgings to offer superior tensile 
strength. We do not use castings, which may crack or break if you accidentally drop 
your rifle.

Headspacing
Barrel assemblies are headspaced at the factory and are shipped ready for assembly 
and use. BATF rulings permit permanent factory installation of muzzle brakes/
suppressors on barrels if the overall length (barrel & brake, etc.) equals at least 16".

Purchase Two Ways
Bushmaster barrels can be purchased as “Complete Assemblies,” which include all 
parts forward of the upper receiver: handguards; gas tube; delta ring kit; etc.

Bushmaster barrels can also be purchased as “Barrel Only,” which includes the 
barrel, barrel nut, handguard cap and complete front sight assembly (with sight post 
and sling swivel) as a savings to those shooters who already have handguards. 

NOTE: “BARREL ONLY” ASSEMBLIES OF 16” OR LONGER LENGTH WILL NOT INCLUDE FLASH SUPPRESSORS; 
ORDER THOSE SEPARATELY FROM OUR MUZZLE BRAKES/SUPPRESSORS/COMPENSATORS SECTION.

Pre-ban/Post-ban: A Caution for Our Customers

When the Assault Weapons Ban of 1994 expired on Sept. 13th, 2004, it became legal to again offer features 
on the AR15-Type rifle such as flash suppressors and bayonet lugs that had been deemed illegal for those 
previous 10 years. Though that federal legislation has expired, certain states have retained their own versions 
of assault weapons ban statutes. Buyers should check their own state and county laws to determine the local 
legality of rifles or parts such as barrels with these features and accessories.

BARRELS
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Stainless Steel Replacement Barrels  
for Carbon 15 Rifles & Pistols
-  Match Grade 416 Stainless Steel factory 

replacement barrels – 5.56 NATO/223 Rem – 
precision machined, polished and 1 X 9" twist rifled, 
these barrels require factory or authorized repair 
center installation, please call 1-800-883-6229.

Carbon 15 R21 and Bushmaster Lady  
Rifle Barrel (F1004021) ....................................$159.95

Carbon 15 R97 Rifle Barrel (F1004023) ............$209.95

R97S & R97F Barrel (F1004024) ......................$209.95

P21 Pistol Barrel (F1003993) ...........................$139.95

P21S Pistol Barrel (F1003994) .........................$139.95

P97 Pistol Barrel (F1003995) ...........................$179.95

P97S Pistol Barrel (F1003997) .........................$179.95

 “Short Barrelled” Assemblies
-  These chrome-lined barrel assemblies (either 11.5" 

or 14.5") with A2 birdcage suppressors may only 
be used on registered short barrelled rifles or full 
auto models for legality. Can be installed on pistols 
as well.

11.5" Barrel Assembly (F1003365) ...................$225.00

11.5" Barrel Only (F1003361) ..........................$195.00

14.5" Heavy Barrel Assembly (F1003402) .........$225.00

14.5" Heavy Barrel Only (F1003401) ................$195.00

NOTE: WITH A PERMANENTLY INSTALLED IZZY COMPENSATOR, OR 
OTHER 2 3/16" SUPPRESSOR, THE 14.5" HEAVY BARREL ASSEMBLY 
BECOMES A LEGAL 16” BARREL. ASK YOUR BUSHMASTER 
SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS.

14.5" M4 Barrel Assembly  
with Izzy Compensator
-  M4 profile chrome-lined barrel with pinned and 

welded Izzy compensator – is BATF legal for semi-
auto rifles. Total length is just over 16".

With Bayonet Lug (F1003446) ..........................$270.00

Without Bayonet Lug (F1005207) .....................$270.00

14.5" M4 Barrel Only  
with Izzy Compensator
With Bayonet Lug (F1003445) ..........................$240.00

Without Bayonet Lug (F1006905) .....................$240.00

14.5" M4-Type Barrel Assembly
-  Chrome-lined, 1 x 9" twist barrel with birdcage 

suppressor – machined for the addition of the M203 
grenade launcher with the narrow “government” 
profile under the handguards for light weight like 
the original A1 rifle barrel

14.5" M4-Type Barrel Assembly (F1003451) .....$235.00

14.5" M4-Type Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit and  

birdcage flash suppressor

14.5” M4 Barrel Only (F1003444) .....................$205.00

16" M4 “Patrolman’s Carbine”  
Barrel Assembly
-  16" M4 profile chrome-lined barrel with A2 birdcage 

suppressor on threaded muzzle – one of our most 
popular configurations

With Bayonet Lug (F1003523) ..........................$235.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005252) .....................................................$235.00

16" M4 “Patrolman’s Carbine”  
Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit  

and suppressor

With Bayonet Lug (F1003513) ..........................$205.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005251) .....................................................$205.00

16" Heavy Carbine Barrel Assembly
-  Heavy profile 16" chrome-lined barrel with A2  

birdcage suppressor on threaded muzzle – many  
other suppressors and brake will screw on

With Bayonet Lug (F1003495) ..........................$225.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005225) .....................................................$225.00

16" Heavy Carbine Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit and 

suppressor

With Bayonet Lug (F1003484) ..........................$195.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle  
(F1005221) .....................................................$195.00

16” SuperLight Barrel Assembly
-  The lightest 16" chrome-lined barrel we offer – with 

A2 birdcage suppressor on threaded muzzle. Tapers 
from .670" to .565" under handguards, .625" under 
sight base, and to .570" at the muzzle (similar to 
the original Vietnam era A1 barrel profile). 

With Bayonet Lug (F1003546) ..........................$235.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005260) .....................................................$235.00

 NOTE: DUE TO DIAMETER AT MUZZLE, NO “SLIP-ON/PINNED” TYPE 
MUZZLE BRAKES WILL FIT THIS BARREL. USE ONLY 1/2”X 28 T.P.I. 
THREADED ACCESSORIES.

16" SuperLight Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit and 

suppressor

With Bayonet Lug (F1003545) ..........................$205.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005259) .....................................................$205.00

16" Dissipator Heavy Barrel Assembly
-  A 16" chrome-lined barrel with carbine position gas 

block, and full length, heat-shielded handguards for 
excellent cooling and the full sight radius designed 
into the A2 sight system

With Bayonet Lug (F1003497) ..........................$245.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005235) .....................................................$245.00

16" Dissipator M4 Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit  

and suppressor 
With Bayonet Lug (F1003498) ..........................$225.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005238) .....................................................$225.00

BARREL ASSEMBLIES [5.56 NATO/223 REM ]
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20" M16 A2-Type Barrel Assembly
-  A government. profile chrome-lined barrel – light 

in weight and reduced in diameter under the 
handguards –ideal for restoring that older rifle or 
building a new lightweight

With Bayonet Lug & A2 Birdcage Suppressor 
(F1003566) .....................................................$235.00

With Plain Muzzle and No Bayonet Lug 
(F1005285) .....................................................$235.00

20" M16 A2-Type Barrel Only
With Bayonet Lug (F1003564) ..........................$205.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005284) .....................................................$205.00

20" Target Heavy Barrel Assembly
-  A 20" heavy profile barrel chrome-lined in both bore 

and chamber – with A2 birdcage flash suppressor 
and all parts forward of the upper receiver

With Bayonet Lug (F1003562) ..........................$225.00

With Plain Muzzle and No Bayonet Lug 
(F1005281) .....................................................$225.00

20" Target Heavy Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit  

and suppressor

With Bayonet Lug (F1003557) ..........................$195.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005277) .....................................................$195.00

20" Stainless Steel Heavy  
Barrel Assembly
-  Per request of many high power competition 

shooters, the accurate 1 in 9" twist Bushmaster 
barrel is available in brush finished, non-chrome-
lined, 416 Stainless Steel

With Bayonet Lug and Birdcage 
(F1003580) .....................................................$275.00

Plain Muzzle and No Bayonet Lug 
(F1005303) .....................................................$275.00

20" Stainless Steel Heavy Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit  

and suppressor

With Bayonet Lug (F1003579) ..........................$245.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005302) .....................................................$245.00

20" Predator Barrel Assembly
-  Similar to Varminter but 20” Fluted length and  

rifled 1 x 8" for the heavier bullets used on 
Predators – non-chrome-lined, with an 11° 
competition muzzle crown

-  V Match sight base/gas block and vented fore-end  
with sling stud – assembly by gunsmith recommended

20” Predator Barrel Assembly (F1005297) ........$381.95

20" Predator Barrel Only
-  Same as above: barrel, bolt and V Match milled gas 

block – less vented free-float fore-end and gas tube. 
Shipped unassembled; gunsmithing recommended.

20” Predator Barrel Only (F1005296) ................$303.95

24" Target Heavy Barrel Assembly
-  24" heavy profile chrome-lined barrel 

With Bayonet Lug (F1003585) ..........................$235.00

With Plain Muzzle and No Bayonet Lug 
(F1005317) .....................................................$235.00

24" Target Heavy Barrel Only
-  Less handguards, gas tube, delta ring kit  

and suppressor

With Bayonet Lug (F1003584) ..........................$205.00

Without Bayonet Lug or Threaded Muzzle 
(F1005316) .....................................................$205.00

24" Varminter Barrel Assembly
-  24" fluted, non-chrome-lined barrel based on DCM 

competition design – button rifled 1 x 9". 
-  It is 1" in dia. out to the gas block with an 11° 

competition muzzle crown; V Match sight base/gas 
block and Varminter vented fore-end with bipod/
sling stud, and includes a bolt

-  We recommend assembly onto your upper receiver  
by an experienced AR15-Type gunsmith to achieve 
full accuracy – shipped unassembled (as shown)

24" Varminter Barrel Assembly (F1005324) .......$391.95

24" Varminter Barrel Only
-  Same as above: barrel, bolt and V Match milled 

gas block – less Varminter vented fore-end and 
gas tube. Shipped unassembled; gunsmithing 
recommended. 

24" Varminter Barrel Only (F1005323) ..............$313.95

24" Stainless Varminter  
Barrel Assembly
-  A highly accurate 24" barrel as used in our stainless 

Varminter special rifle – brush-finished 416 
stainless steel in 1 in 9" twist complete with vented 
aluminum free-floater fore-end, sling stud, gas 
block, gas tube, bolt and barrel extension

- Shipped unassembled; requires gunsmithing

24” Stainless Varminter Barrel Assembly 
(F1005218) .....................................................$391.95

24" Stainless Varminter Barrel Only
-  Includes 24" 1 X 9" twist stainless steel barrel with 

gas block, bolt and barrel extension 

24” Stainless Varminter Barrel Only 
(F1005325) .....................................................$313.95

BARREL ASSEMBLIES [5.56 NATO/223 REM ]
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Gas Tubes
-  Quality materials and machining, properly bent for a 

perfect fit and flawless functioning in your rifle

Rifle-length Gas Tube (F1003020).......................$14.95

Carbine-length Gas Tube (F1000374) ..................$12.95

Gas Tube Roll Pin (F1001641) ................................$.50

Handguard Caps
-  Manganese phosphate finished steel handguard 

caps in two different types for standard or heavy 
profile barrels

NOTE:  RIFLE-LENGTH HANDGUARDS TAKE THE TRIANGULAR CAP; 
STANDARD CARBINE HANDGUARDS TAKE THE ROUND CAP; 
M4 (OVAL PROFILE) CARBINE HANDGUARDS TAKE EITHER 
ROUND CAP (B OR C)

A. Round Cap (Standard Barrel) (F1002025) ..........$6.50

A. Round Cap (Heavy Barrel) (F1002026) ..............$6.50

B. M4 Cap (Notched for M203) (F1002028)...........$6.50

NOTE:  DIAMETER OF STANDARD BARREL = .625”  
DIAMETER OF HEAVY BARREL = .750”

A B

Individual Delta Ring Parts
Delta Ring Kit (includes all parts, A-D) 
(F1003153) .......................................................$13.95

A. Aluminum Delta Ring (F1003146) .....................$7.50

B. Handguard Weld Spring (F1003017) .................$5.25

C. Handguard Snap Ring (F1001649) ....................$2.75

D. Gas Tube Roll Pin (F1001641) ............................$.50

Individual Barrel Parts
A. Front Sling Swivel (F1003023) ..........................$3.50

B. Front Sling Swivel Rivet (F1003144) ....................$.80

C. Barrel Extension (F1003197) ..........................$15.95

D. Barrel Nut (F1003205) ...................................$12.95 

BARREL PARTS

A

B

C
D

A
B C D

A2 “Crush” Washer  
-  Used at Bushmaster factory for positioning 

suppressor and muzzle brake installations –  
for one time use only

5.56/223 (F1000482) ..........................................$2.95

450 Crush Washer (F1000483)  ...........................$2.95

6.8/7.62/308 Crush Washer (F1002071)  .............$6.50

A2 Peel Washer  
-  A re-usable multi-layer washer for the correct 

timing of suppressor or brake installations on 
threaded muzzle barrels

5.56/223 (F1000783) ..........................................$3.15

A1 Flash Hider Lock Washer 
5.56/223 (F1003028)  ...........................................$.60
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A2 BirdCage Flash Suppressor
-  Five-slot design (threaded 1/2" x 28 t.p.I.) without a 

bottom slot to avoid dust signature when shooting 
prone position 

-  Peel washer or crush washer is required for correct 
installation timing

A2 Birdcage Flash Suppressor (F1000781) ...........$6.50

NOTE: EVEN IF PINNED ON/WELDED OVER, THIS SUPPRESSOR IS 
NOT LONG ENOUGH TO MAKE A 14.5” BARREL LEGAL FOR USE ON 
A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE.

Bushmaster® Izzy Flash  
Suppressor/Compensator
-  One of a series designed by a Bushmaster employee
-  Features 3 gas ports, a machine turned ribbed 

design, and a closed bottom
-  Functions as a flash suppressor, but also effectively 

controls muzzle rise in rapid fire
-  Machined from quality 4140 gun steel – manganese  

phosphate finished 

A.  Bushmaster Izzy Flash  
Suppressor/Compensator (F1005069) .............$36.95

-  For plain muzzle 5.56 NATO/223 Rem post-ban guns. 
Similar to above but slips over .700” dia. muzzles 
and is pinned on with a taper pin and high strength 
Loctite® for extra safety. 

B.  Bushmaster Izzy Flash  
Suppressor/Compensator (F1005074)  ............$36.95

 WARNING:  REQUIRES FACTORY INSTALLATION OR PROFESSIONAL 
GUNSMITHING TO DRILL AND INSTALL THE TAPER PIN

Muzzle Brake
-  The BLACKOUT® muzzle brake reduces recoil and 

helps stay on target. Highly-efficient muzzle brake 
design and compatible with AAC sound suppressors. 
Constructed with aerospace-grade heat-treated 
17-4 stainless steel and SCARmor™ coated for high 
surface hardness and durability.

A. 308 Win/7.62 NATO (F1006817)  .................$150.00

B. 5.56 NATO/223 Rem (F1006818)  ................$150.00

Flash Suppressors
-  The BLACKOUT® flash suppressor is the most 

efficient design available. The proprietary features 
eliminate muzzle flash, even on CQB-length barrels. 
The BLACKOUT® is inherently stronger and more 
impact resistant than four prong designs, while 
not being subject to the rapid erosion of closed-
ended units. A high-strength, corrosion-resistant 
aerospace alloy and ultra-hard SCARmor™ finish 
provide the highest level of durability. Military tested 
and selected. 

C. 308 Win/7.62 NATO (F1006813)  ...................$99.00

D. 5.56 NATO/223 Rem (F1006546)  ..................$99.00

-  Eliminate flash, even on the shortest barrels, as 
tested by the U.S. military. Patent-pending three-
prong design for extreme efficiency and with more 
strength than a four-prong. Symmetrical design 
for the most accuracy. Two machined flats allow 
simple installation with a standard size wrench. 
Constructed with aerospace-grade heat-treated 
17-4 stainless steel and SCARmor™ coated for 
high surface hardness and durability. Fits 5.56 NATO 
(.223) caliber, 1/2 x 28 t.p.l. threaded barrels only. 

E. 5.56 NATO/223 Rem (F1006547)  ..................$59.00

Bushmaster® Izzy Muzzle Brake  
(5.56 NATO/223 Rem)
Production approved by the BATF – featuring four gas 
ports and a ribbed design to improve cooling. Machined 
of 4140 gun steel with a manganese phosphate finish 
– very effective in controlling muzzle rise. Slip-on/taper 
pinned version for barrels with plain crowned muzzles, 
and threaded model (shown left - threaded ½" x 28 
t.p.I.) can be installed without regard to port location 
(timing) and will still be effective; however, most are 
installed with ports positioned 12–3–6–-9 o’clock. The 
slip-on, pinned version requires factory installation or 
professional gunsmithing to drill and install the taper 
pin, and for extra safety, high strength Loctite® should 
be used in addition to the taper pin.

A. Threaded Izzy Brake (for 1/2” x 28 t.p.I. threaded  
barrels – requires lock washer) (F1005071) ........$36.95

B. Slip-on Izzy Brake (for plain muzzles .700”  
diameter – requires gunsmithing) (F1005073)  ....$36.95

.308 Izzy Brake (for .308 Cal. threaded barrels  
(5/8” x 24) – requires crush washer) (not shown) 
(F1006301) .......................................................$36.95

C D

E

A

AAC® BRAKES & SUPPRESSORS

COMPENSATORS
SUPPRESSORS | MUZZLE BRAKES

B

A B

A B

A

B

C

“CAR 15”  
Flash Suppressors
-  High quality, manufactured in the U.S.A. – the six-

slot design makes these suppressors very effective 
on the short barrelled carbine

A.  Shorty Look Slip-over Flash Suppressor  
(Std Barrels .610@Muzzle) (F1001632) ..........$15.95

A.  Shorty Look Slip-over Flash Suppressor  
(Hvy Barrels .720@Muzzle) (F1000845) ..........$20.95

INTERNAL THREADS ALLOW A “SLIP-OVER” INSTALLATION ONTO THE 
BARREL, GIVING YOUR GUN A “SHORTY” LOOK WITHOUT SACRIFICING 
ACCURACY – 5" OVERALL LENGTH

B.  CAR 15 Extended Flash Suppressor  
(F1001635) ...................................................$15.95

5.5" OVERALL LENGTH – THREADED FOR ALL PRE-BAN BARRELS

C.  CAR 15 “Original” Flash Suppressor 
(F1000378) ...................................................$15.95

THIS IS THE ORIGINAL 4.5" M177 CARBINE DESIGN
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Bushmaster® .223 Magazines
30 Round Magazine (F1003135) ........................$20.95
AS SHIPPED WITH MOST BUSHMASTER RIFLES.

20 Round Magazine (F1003115) ........................$20.95
SHORTER, SLIGHTLY CURVED BODY.

10 Round Magazine (F1000757) ........................$20.95

5 Round Magazine (F1006579) ..........................$20.95
BLOCKED FOR HUNTING USE.

Bushmaster® 6.8mm SPC Magazine
- Specific to 6.8mm SPC Rifle
-  5 round and 10 round models have same shell as 

26 round but blocked to indicated capacities
- Includes anti-tilt followers

26 Round (F1003125)........................................$35.95

10 Round (F1003126)........................................$35.95

5 Round (F1003127)..........................................$35.95

7.62x39mm
26 Round (F1000762)........................................$35.95

10 Round (F1006580)........................................$35.95

5 Round (F1000763)..........................................$35.95

20 Round

30 Round

5 & 10 Round

.308 Mag
20 Round (F1007211)........................................$44.95

5 Round (F1006578)..........................................$44.95

Bushmaster® 10 Round  
Straight-Body Magazine
-  10 round capacity  

steel mag
- Black finish and follower
-  NRA/CMP Service Rifle  

match approved

10 Round Straight-Body Magazine (F1000563) ...$20.95

30 Round  
Magazines  
for Bushmaster®  
9mm Pistol  
& Carbine
-  Either molded black  

polymer composite  
or metal

-  Can be disassembled  
for cleaning

-  Metal magazine has  
indicator holes and  
quantity markings

Black Polymer (F1004223) .................................$28.95

Black Steel (F1004229) ......................................$59.95

40 Round Magazine  
for the AR15-Type/M16
- Matte gray finished box
- Mil. spec. green follower
- Check local regulations

40 Round Magazine for the  
AR15-Type/M16  (F1001614) .............................$24.95

Bushmaster® 450 Magazine
-  Heavy-duty stainless steel AR-Type magazine box
- Single stack follower

9 Round (F1003120) .........................................$44.95

5 Round (F1003118)..........................................$35.95

BA50 Rifle & Carbine Magazine
- Heavy steel box magazine
- Laser engraved Bushmaster logo
-  Manganese phosphate finish with black follower 

and removable floorplate

BA50 Rifle & Carbine Magazine (F1004489) ........$99.95

BUSHMASTER® MAGAZINES
t Durability, value, and guaranteed fit and function in  
 5.56 NATO/223 Rem AR15-Type rifles

t Boxes stamped with progressive die for tightest tolerances

t Seam welding process optimized for weld ingot, strength  
 and military-standard compliance

MAGAZINES
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Standard Magazine Rebuild Kits
- Mil. spec. parts to refresh magazine
-  Includes no tilt follower, replacement spring and 

replacement base plate

30 Rd. Mag. Rebuild Kit (F1003117) .....................$6.50

20 Rd. Mag. Rebuild Kit (F1003116) .....................$6.50

Magazine Followers
-  Plastic replacements for 5.56 NATO/223 Rem magazines

30 Round (F1003139)..........................................$1.95

Magazine Springs
-  Quality tempered steel springs for long memory  

and positive feed

20 Round Magazine Spring (F1003138) ................$3.95

30 Round Magazine Spring (F1003139) ................$3.95

AR15-Type/M16 Magazine Dust Covers 
-  Flexible, molded black rubber caps snap over the 

magazine top to keep out dust and water
-  Sold in sets of four – designed to fit standard  

AR15/M16 metal magazines

(F1001015) .........................................................$7.50   

MAGAZINE NOT INCLUDED

MAGAZINE ACCESSORIES

Mag-Brush
-  Keeps your magazine well and mags clean – helps 

keep your firing chamber clean

AR15, Mini 14 & 9mm UZI (F1001544) .................$6.50

Enhanced Magazine Rebuild Kit  
for 5.56/.223 30 Rd. Magazines
- Enhanced drop-in, anti-tilt follower
- Chrome silicon spring (USGI design)

Enhanced Magazine Rebuild Kit (F1001543)  .......$11.95

Follower Only (MAG111-Gray) ...............................$1.95

STRAC Grip
-  Slides over magwell to transform the well itself into 

an ergonomic grip.

(F1009088) .......................................................$24.99

Magazine Coupler
- High Strength Polymer construction
-  Designed to elevate the left magazine 

approximately 1" over the right magazine for faster 
less cumbersome reloading than conventional 
magazines couplers.

-  3 screw clamping system allows the user to adjust 
tension for perfect fit and function.

(F1009089) .......................................................$19.99
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BUTTON SLING ENDPLATE IN POSITION  
ON CARBINE FOR RIGHT-HANDED CARRY

Button Sling Carbine Endplate
-  This phosphated finished steel endplate replaces the 

telestock locking collar on your carbine to provide a 
solid mounting point for the one-point sling 

-  Heavy duty tab slips onto the button for a  
secure mount

Right-handed shooter (F1001517) ......................$19.95

Left-handed shooter (F1001519) ........................$19.95

Button Sling Double Bungee “Throw & 
Go” Single Point Tactical Carbine Sling
-  High quality black nylon tubing with internal  

bungee cords make this sling uniquely adaptable  
to tactical situations

-  The sling attaches to the rifle with the “button” 
endplate (above), and offers length adjustment, 
comfort and instant readiness

(F1002079) .......................................................$39.95

Government Issue Sling
-  A 1-1/4" wide black nylon web sling; 54" long, with 

two black metal buckles

(F1000473) .........................................................$5.50

Quick Detach Sling Swivels
-  These 1 1/4" loop quick detach sling swivels are 

heavy steel with a phosphate finish and a screw 
locking knob to ensure that the sling won’t work 
loose from the rifle. 

-  Fits any firearms with standard sling swivel  
studs installed

(F1001360) (pair)...............................................$12.95

Harris Ultralight Bipods 
-  Versatile, sturdy, light, and fast
-   Folding legs w/completely adjustable spring- 

return extensions 
- Sling swivel attaches to the clamp
-  Quality manufactured with heat treated steel and 

hard alloys – all black anodized finish
- Swivel 45° for instant leveling on uneven ground 
-  Leg length: 13" Extended/9"Retracted; Harris Model 

L will mount directly onto Varminters & Predator
-  V Match rifles require installation of sling bipod stud
-  Ribbed AR handguards require the HE-001 adaptor
-  For mounting to accessory rails, use the Command 

Arms FBS-BP1 or our Bushmaster modular 
accessories system aluminum bipod adapter

Harris Model L – for XM15/AR15-Type/ 
M16 and others (F1001304)  ...........................$118.95 

Harris Bipod Adapter for AR15-Type  
Handguards (F1001303)  ...................................$14.95

Spec-Ops Mamba Combat Sling for 
Telestocked M4 & Other Carbines
- First sling designed for full contact engagement
- Left- or right-handed shooters
-  Offers fast and easy transitions with a “tensioned 

triangle” design to eliminate interference with body-
mounted load bearing equipment

-  Its tubular web construction is super strong, and 
twist- and tangle-free

-  Compatible with SOPMOD components, the 
Mamba’s static-side “traverse” strap prevents  
sling from tangling in weapon’s mounted sighting  
or lighting systems 

-  Does not use any metal snap clips, velcro or other 
noise-making hardware

(F1000350) .......................................................$39.95

SHOWN INSTALLED 
AND SEPARATELY.

Bushmaster Modular Accessories 
System Tactical Sling Adapter
-  A tactical sling adapter made for attaching various 

types of slings
-  Allows mounting either web type slings or those 

that have “lobster claw” type clips
-  Phosphate finished steel adapter plate replaces 

your telestock receiver end plate and allows ambi 
sling mounting on the primary, or offside, shoulder 
position for a comfortable “tactical”carry

(F1000372) .......................................................$14.95

Single Point Tactical Harness
-  M4 sling connector, features slide lock and quick 

connect/disconnect capability

(F1009042) .......................................................$49.99

Blue Force Gear UDC Single Point Sling
-  Made with the finest webbing and sewn with super 

heavy-duty #138 bonded nylon thread.
-  Military grade genuine Fastex™ side release  

buckles on both the body loop and at the  
connection to the weapon. 

-  Completely adjustable, ambidextrous, sized for use 
over body armor. 

-  Short universal loop adapter for connection to the 
weapon mount and compatible with any other Blue 
Force Gear modular SOC-C™ system adapters. 

-  Available in black. Made in the U.S.A.

Black (F1054606) ..............................................$42.95

BIPOD & SLINGS
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30 Round PMAG with Window Magazine
-  Constant-curve internal geometry for smooth feeding
-  Anti-tilt follower for increased reliability
- Storage/dust cover
-  Stainless steel spring for corrosion resistance
- Textured gripping surface
-  Ambidextrous MagLevel round indicator windows

Black (F1001545) ..............................................$17.95

MOE™ Illumination Kit
-  Includes everything needed to mount a 1913 

Picatinny rail compatible weapon light to a  
MOE handguard. 

-  Four-piece kit includes a short rail section, 
cantilever rail mount, two Surefire® optimized 
pressure switch pad mounts (both old and new 
styles), and all mounting hardware.

Black (F1008865) ..............................................$19.95

MVG™ MOE™ Vertical Grip
- Designed for use with MOE and ACR® handguards
- Basic, lightweight, cost-effective vertical fore grip
-  Attaches directly to MOE and ACR handguards 

without any rail needed
-  Shape is ergonomically designed for use as a 

traditional vertical grip
-  Optimized for use with the “thumb break method” 

of shooting as taught by Magpul DynamicsSM

Black (F1009845) ..............................................$19.95

MAGPUL® ACCESSORIES

MOE™ Polymer Rail Sections
MOE polymer rail sections allow the attachment of 
various 1913 Picatinny spec rail mounted accessories 
to be installed. 
-  Designed for use with MOE handguards and 

standard plastic handguards
-  Use with lights, verticals grips and other  

rail accessories
- Available in 4 lengths

MOE RAIL L2, 5 slots (F1009757) .........................$5.95

MOE RAIL L3, 7 slots (F1009758) .........................$6.95

MOE RAIL L4, 9 slots (F1009759) .........................$7.95

MOE RAIL L5, 11 slots (F1009760) .......................$8.95

The Original MagPul® (Set of 3)
-  Accessory for the AR15-Type/M16 for quick 

magazine change
-  Molded black rubber Magpul with rough exterior 

texture and finger loop

Magpul (Set of 3) (F1001637) .............................$10.95

MagPul® PMAG 20 &  
30 Round with Bushmaster Logo
20 Round Black, left (F1001552) ........................$13.95

30 Round Black, center (F1001574)  ..................$14.95

30 Round Coyote Brown, right (F1001575) ..........$14.95

MAGAZINE NOT INCLUDED

MOE™ Grips
-  Provides Magpul quality, feel and durability in an 

economical, drop-in upgrade for the standard  
AR15-Type/M16/M4 pistol grip

-  Ergonomic, hand filling design combines aggressive 
texturing with storage core capability

-  One-piece reinforced polymer construction has the 
durability to withstand operational environments

-  Accepts optional storage cores for gear stowage, 
includes basic grip cap

- All mounting hardware included

Black, left (F1001569) .......................................$20.95

Flat Dark Earth, center (F1001570) .....................$20.95

OD Green, right (F1009855) ...............................$20.95

MagPul® ASAP  
(Ambidextrous Sling Attachment Point)
-  ASAP (Ambidextrous Sling Attachment Point) 

allows a range of motion greater than 180 degrees, 
enabling true ambidextrous weapon manipulation 
for both left- and right-handed shooters

-  Replaces the standard AR15-Type/M4 carbine stock 
receiver end plate, providing a tactical advantage by 
minimizing snagging and facilitating easy transition 
to and from weapon and reaction side shoulders

(F1009755)  ......................................................$29.95

MagPul® RSA (Rail Sling Attachment) 
-  The RSA provides a forward sling attachment  

point for the Magpul MS2 or MS3 and other  
clip-in systems.

-  Made from precision cast black manganese 
phosphatized steel, the RSA attaches to any 
standard 1913 Picatinny-spec rail. The RSA has been 
proven to withstand stress tests of over 300 lbs.

(F1009756)  ......................................................$29.95
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Mission Adaptable (MIAD)  
AR15-Type/M16 Grip Basic Kit
-  Grip kit has removable/replaceable front and rear 

panels for a custom fit over multiple hand sizes
-  Features improved ergonomics and positive anti-slip 

texture on both sides and rear backstrap
-  Removable inner core that allows for storage  

(3 round plug included); custom storage of batteries 
(waterproof) or bolt/firing pin is available with 
optional cores

-  Kit includes 3 size backstraps (S, M, L); 4 frontstraps; 
3 round core plug; and installation hardware

(F1001538) .......................................................$35.95

MagPul® mS3 Sling 
Designed and built to allow for weapon connector 
hardware to be customized for shooter’s weapon set-
up. Design adjusted to adapt quickly between single 
and two-point configuration allowing for easy transition 
from “weapon shoulder” to “reaction shoulder.”
-  Compatible w/ASAP, RSA & Standard sling systems
-  Polymer construction for reduced weight and  

silent operation
- Modular D-ring design
-  Optimized for use with the ASAP & RSA 
-  Webbing adjustable for shooter size and preference
- Quick detach buckle for emergency situations
- High strength tubular nylon webbing

Flat Dark Earth (F1009753) ................................$49.95

OD Green (F1009754) ........................................$49.95 

Black (F405721) ................................................$49.95

Sling Stud for MagPul® PRS   
-  Replaces one of the four socket button head cap 

screws found on the Magpul Precision rifle stock 
(PRS) with a sling stud

-  Threaded straps can be reversed giving 8 choices 
for stud placement

-  Each BT14 comes with a black polymer spacer

(F1000339) (pair).................................................$5.00

FRONT

REAR

MagPul® MBUS  
(MagPul® Back-Up Sights)
- Low cost, color injection molded, folding back-up sight
- Front sight is adjustable for elevation
- Rear sight is adjustable for windage
- Fits most 1913 Picatinny rail equipped weapons

MAGPUL MBUS (front) 

Black (F10001553)  ...........................................$39.95

Coyote Brown, shown (F1006838) ......................$39.95

MAGPUL MBUS (rear)

Black (F1001554)  .............................................$57.95

Coyote Brown, shown (F1006840) ......................$57.95

MOE™ Carbine Stock  
The MOE carbine stock is a cost-effective  
drop-in replacement for AR15 Carbines, offering  
enhanced ergonomics. 
-  Original Magpul engineering and material quality  

in an economical package
- Reinforced polymer construction
-  Premium chrome-silicon lock spring provides 

positive locking and long service life 
-  Sloping cheek weld combines a slim profile with 

user comfort 
-  Shielded release latch prevents snagging and 

accidental operation 
-  Side mounting slots accept optional cheek risers for 

non-AR15-Type/M16 applications 
-  Compatible with Magpul ASAP® and other receiver-

mount sling attachments 
- Rubber butt pad included

MOE Carbine Stock Commercial (for commercial  
diameter receiver extensions) LOP 10.7”-14.5”– 

Black, left (F1001564) .......................................$59.95

Flat Dark Earth, right (F1006842) ........................$59.95

OD Green, top center (F1009854) .......................$59.95

MOE™ Handguards (Carbine)
- Replaces standard M4 carbine-type handguards
-  Easy to install utilizing existing front handguard 

retaining cap and delta ring
-  MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail mounting slots at the 

2–6–10  o’clock positions
-  Reinforced, heat-resistant polymer construction
- Integral aluminum heat shield
-  Front lip and side extensions, shields hand from hot 

gas block

Black (F1006843)  .............................................$29.95

Flat Dark Earth (F1006844) ................................$29.95

OD Green (F1009857) ........................................$29.95

MOE™ Handguards (mid-length)
-  Replaces standard AR15-Type mid-length handguards
-  Easy to install utilizing existing round or triangular 

front handguard retaining cap and delta ring
-  Slots at the 2–6–10 ten o’clock positions for 

mounting MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rails
- Reinforced, heat-resistant polymer construction
- Integral riveted aluminum heat shield
-  Front lip and side extensions, shields hand from hot 

gas block

Black (F100)  .....................................................$34.95

Flat Dark Earth (F100) .......................................$ 34.95

OD Green (F100) ...............................................$ 34.95

MOE™ Handguards (rifle)
-  Replaces standard M16-Type rifle-length handguards
-  Easy to install utilizing existing triangular or round 

front handguard retaining cap and delta ring
-  Slots at the 2–6–10 o’clock positions for mounting 

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rails
-  Reinforced, heat-resistant polymer construction
-  Integral riveted aluminum heat shield
-  Front lip and side extensions, shields hand from hot 

gas block
-  Relieved area at the top rear accommodates most 

overhanging optic mounts

Black (F1008030)  .............................................$39.95

Flat Dark Earth (F1009844) ................................$39.95

OD Green (F1009852) ........................................$39.95
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CTR Telestock
-  Mounts on commercial carbine receiver extension 

tube (not included)
-  Premium chrome-silicon spring provides positive 

locking and long service life
-  Supplemental friction lock eliminates accuracy 

robbing wobble
-  Sloping cheek weld combines a slim profile with 

user comfort
-  Shielded release latch prevents snagging and 

accidental operation
-  Side mounting slots accept optional cheek risers  

for non-AR15/M16 applications
-  Compatible with Single-Point® sling mounts
-  Rear – Push-button Q.D. sling mounts 

accommodate up to 1.5" swivels (ambidextrous)
-  Rear/bottom – 1.25" sling loops
-  Toe – Lanyard hole for custom para-cord rigs

MOE Carbine Stock Commercial  
(for commercial diameter receiver extensions)  
Black (F1001558) ..............................................$97.00

ACS (Adaptable Carbine/Storage) Stock 
The ACS carbine stock is a drop-in replacement for the 
standard M4 stock body, offering enhanced strength, 
stability, battery/equipment storage, and improved 
cheek weld. 
- Reinforced polymer construction
- Sloping cheek weld for comfort
-  Dual-side battery storage tubes & integral storage 

compartment
-  Friction locking mechanism to eliminate excess 

stock movement
- 0.30” thick rubber butt pad included

ACS Carbine Stock Commercial (for commercial  
diameter receiver extensions) LOP 11.1”-15.2”   
Black, bottom (F1005628) ................................$134.95

OD Green, top (F1009006) ...............................$134.95

MagPul® PRS Precision Rifle Stock   
-  The Generation II Precision Rifle Stock (PRS™) is 

designed to be a field precision stock
-  Adjustable for both height and length of pull, at its 

shortest LOP it is about the length of an A1 type stock 
and extends about 1/2" longer than an A2 stock

-  Features a billet machined buttplate with a rubber 
butt- ad, mil. spec. phosphated steel shafts, and 
aluminum ball detent knobs

-  The PRS easily replaces the standard AR15/M16 
stock and uses stock A1/A2 rifle length receiver 
extension without the A2 spacer – comes with all 
mounting hardware and two ambidextrous 1.25" 
sling loops that can be positioned front or rear

- Weight: 1.855 pounds / Retracted
-  Length: 10.45" / Extended length: 11.45" / Height 

adjustment: 0.75" / Rubber butt pad thickness: 0.25"

Black (F1001555) ............................................$255.00

MagPul® Enhanced Aluminum Trigger  
Guard for AR15-Type/M16
-   Drop-in oversized trigger guard that replaces the 

standard plastic or metal type
- Made in U.S.A. Instructions included

(F1001533) .......................................................$19.95 

MAGPUL® ACCESSORIES
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ACR® Tri-Rail Handguard   
-  Made of 6061-T1 aluminum with a hard-anodized 

finish for extreme durability
-  Free-floats the barrel, has an integral quick detach 

plate on each side for sling attachment, features 
MIL-STD Picatinny 1913 rails at 3 and 9 o’clock 
positions (measuring 8 ½" with 20 slots) and the  
6 o’clock position (measuring 6" with 15 slots) and 
in conjunction with the monolithic top rail provides  
a four-sided accessory mounting solution  

Black, shown (F1000241) ................................$124.99

Coyote Brown (F1007088) ................................$124.99

Blue Force Gear  
2-point Sling   
-  A simple 2-point sling  

designed specifically for  
the Bushmaster ACR™ 

-  Highly adjustable to fit  
a wide range of users

-  Constructed of mil. spec. push-button swivels and 
low IR reflective webbing

Black, shown (F1000549)...................................$49.95

Brown (F1000917) .............................................$49.95

ACR® Polymer Handguard 
-  Made of a high-impact composite polymer, 

reinforced with a heat shield. The handguard 
free-floats the barrel, features superior ergonomic 
shaping with a small forward lip to prevent the hand 
from slipping off the front and the vented slots at 
the 3–6–9 o’clock positions are sized to accept 
Magpul MOE™ rail sections

-  A single captured pin anchors the handguard to  
the trunnion

Black, top (F1000234) .......................................$59.95

Coyote Brown, bottom (F1000235) .....................$59.95

ACR® Fixed Stock
-  Made of high-impact composite polymer with a 

rubber butt pad
-  A-Frame design creates stabilized shooting support 

with a fixed length of pull of 12.5". An adjustable, 
locking cheek weld piece can raise ½" for better 
sight alignment with optics

-  A sling can be attached to two of the integral 
webbing loops, to a quick detach coupler that  
can swap to either side or to the single sling loop, 
which is also swappable

Black, shown (F1000268)...................................$99.95 

Coyote Brown (F1000269) ..................................$99.95

ACR® Telescoping/Folding Stock   
-  Made of high-impact composite polymer with a 

rubber butt pad
-  The seven-position telescoping stock has an 

adjustable length of pull from 11" to 14". The stock 
also unlocks and folds to the right side and is held 
open by a hinge detent, allowing for the rifle to 
become more compact but still able to be fired

-  A sling can be attached to two of the integral 
webbing loops, to a quick detach coupler that can 
swap to either side, or to the single sling loop

Black (F1000263) ............................................$149.95

Coyote Brown, shown (F1000264) ....................$149.95

ACR® ACCESSORIES

ACR® Barrel/Conversion Kits 
-  The 10.5" and 14.5" 5.56 barrels – 1-7" twist – 

feature AAC BLACKOUT Flash Hider Non-suppressor 
mount

-  The 16.5" 5.56 barrel – 1-7" twist – features AAC 
BLACKOUT 51T Suppressor Mount

10.5" 5.56 NATO/223 REM (F1900021)  ..........$575.00

14.5" 5.56 NATO/223 REM (F1900019)  ..........$575.00

16.5" 5.56 NATO/223 REM (F1900060)  ..........$615.00 

-  The 6.8 SPC Conversion Kits include 1 magazine, 
and conversion bolt

-  All 6.8 SPC barrels feature A2 style flash hiders.

10.5" 6.8 Rem SPC (F407351) .........................$625.00

14.5’’ 6.8 Rem SPC  (F407352)  ......................$625.00

16.5’’ 6.8 Rem SPC  (F407353)  ......................$625.00

18.5’’ 6.8 Rem SPC  (F407354)  ......................$625.00

18.5"

16.5"

14.5"

10.5"
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PISTOL GRIPS & BUTTSTOCKS

A2 Standard Pistol Grip
-  Standard A2 hollow pistol grip of molded black 

plastic with raised finger ridges, checkered panels 
and a ribbed backstrap

(F1000838) .......................................................$12.95

Pistol Grip Screw (F10009061) ...............................$.65

Pistol Grip Washer (F1001663) ...............................$.45

Hogue AR15/M16  
Pistol Grip
-  Easy, one screw installation on your AR15/M16

Pistol Grip only, Black (F1000487) ......................$31.95 

Ergo Grip Tactical Deluxe Pistol Grip Kit
-  Ambidextrous grip that mounts universally to any 

AR15-Type/M16 rifle lower receiver
-  Injection molded with an overmolded rubber  

Sure Grip™ textured finish, and offers a raised  
rear extension for improved hand web support  
and weapon control

Pistol Grip only, Black (F1000981) ......................$42.00

Complete A2 Trapdoor  
Buttstock Assembly
-  The newer A2 design is 5/8" longer than original  

A1 for greater shooting comfort and improved 
trigger pull length of 13.5" 

-  Trapdoor storage space in the buttstock provides 
room for spare parts

-  Includes buttstock w/trapdoor buttplate, sling loop, 
buffer, buffer tube, buffer spring, spacer and vented 
buttplate screw

(F1003674) .......................................................$79.95

Six Position Fiberite Telescoping  
Stock Assembly
-  Our standard telestock – a heavy duty design 

incorporating a six position latch assembly 
-  Ribbed body offers extra strength
-  A six position receiver extension, machined from 

solid aluminum extrusion 
-  Lower lip face acts as a timing edge to insure the 

buffer retainer is held correctly and the extension is 
positioned correctly

Black (F1000360) ...........................................  $106.95

Complete Fixed Position  
Tele-Style Stock Assembly
-  Includes carbine length receiver extension, buffer 

and spring

(F1000362) .....................................................$106.95

Original Style Fiberite  
TeleStock Assembly
-  Original style fiberite telestock body with a  

four position telescoping aluminum extrusion  
extension tube

-  Original design metal telestock buffer with 
cylindrical weights and the carbine length buffer 
spring are included

-  Has mil. spec. tube

Black (F1003692) ............................................$106.95

Skeleton Stock Kit  
for Changeover from a Telestock
-  Includes skeleton stock with butt pad and hardware 

(as above), plus standard buffer tube, standard 
buffer and spring

(F1002040) .....................................................$154.95
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Cheekpiece for Six Position Telestock
-  Designed to offer excellent cheekweld and appropriate 

head position for scope and optic use, it fits the newer 
Bushmaster six-position “ribbed body” telestocks

-  Snaps securely onto the telestock body 
-  Includes a watertight small parts storage 

compartment in the upper portion of the cheekpiece, 
sealed with a rubber o-ring screw-in plug

(F1000697) .......................................................$37.50 

Rubber TeleStock Butt Pads   
-  These molded black rubber pads securely fit the 

buttplate of the telestock to offer recoil reducing 
comfort and positive, non-slip shouldering

ALSO FITS THE CARBON 15 RIFLES WITH THE ORIGINAL DESIGN 
BUTTSTOCK AND CAN BE MODIFIED TO FIT NEW REINFORCED 
CARBON 15 BUTTSTOCK

“Ribbed” Style Telestocks (F1000538) .................$20.50 

Extended Buttplate  
for AR15/M16
-  Glass-filled, black plastic  

composite buttplate 
-  Adds 1 ¼" length to the standard  

issue AR15/M16 buttstock 
- Does block access to the buttplate trapdoor
- Also fits on the A1 Stubby Stock

(F1000501) .......................................................$24.50

Individual Telestock Parts
A. Buffer – Telestock (F1000394)........................$16.95

B.  Buffer – Telestock (F1003156)........................$26.50 
(Heavy weight for the M16M4 machine gun)

C. Buffer Spring (Telestock) (F1000379) ................$5.50

D.  CAR Receiver Extension (F1000368) ...............$26.50 
(for the newer style 6-position telestocks)

E.  Telestock Locking Nut (F1000638) ....................$7.50 
(for the newer style 6-position telestocks)

F.  CAR Receiver Extension (F1000370) ................$26.50 
(for old style 4-position telestocks)

Individual A2 Solid Buttstock Parts
A. A2 Solid Buttstock (F1003329) .......................$37.50

B. Trapdoor Buttplate Assembly A2 (F1003340) ...$21.50

C. Buffer – Standard (F1003081) ........................$15.95

D. Stock Spacer & Screw (F1003679)  ..................$6.50

E. A2 Buttplate Screw (F1000843) ........................$3.50

F. A1 Buttplate Screw (F1003086) .........................$3.50

G. Receiver Extension – Standard A2 (F1003029) ..$21.95

H. Buffer Spring – Standard (F1003089) ...............$5.95

G.  Telestock Locking Nut (F1002813) ....................$7.50 
(for old style 4-position telestocks)

H. Telestock Receiver Plate (F1000371).................$7.50

I. Telestock Slide Locking Pin (F1000373) ..............$6.50

J. Telestock Lock Pin Spring (F1000396) ...............$1.00

K. Telestock Latch (F1000357) .............................$7.50

L. Telestock Lock Pin Nut (F1000639) ...................$4.50

M. Telestock Lock Pin Roll Pin (F1001641) .............$ .50

B D

G

H
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F1003329:  INCLUDES STOCK,  
TRAPDOOR BUTTPLATE AND SLING LOOP

A
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B
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TELESTOCK BODIES ARE NOT 
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY.
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A2 Carbine Length Handguards
-  Injection molded of black polymer composite – 

internal aluminum heatshields included
-  Can only be used with the round handguard cap

NOTE:  RIFLE-LENGTH HANDGUARDS FIT INTO THE TRIANGULAR CAP. 
STANDARD CARBINE HANDGUARDS FIT INTO THE ROUND 
CAP. M4 (OVAL PROFILE) CARBINE HANDGUARDS FIT INTO 
EITHER THE ROUND CAP OR THE “NOTCHED” ROUND CAP. SEE 
HANDGUARD CAP PRICES AND PART NUMBERS.

(F1000380) (pair)...............................................$21.95

Sure-Grip Panels for  
Multi-Rail Fore-ends 
-  Black rubber grip panels for all rail fore-ends – with 

Bushmaster logo molded in
-  Snap tightly onto the rails for a non-slip grip, rail 

protection and handling comfort
-  5 ¾" long for full length coverage on carbine 

fore-ends. Covers fifteen rail slots. Molded of black 
rubber with 3 Bushmaster logos between raised ribs. 

-  1 ¾" black rubber grip panel (covers five rail slots)  
for Picatinny rail fore-ends – with Bushmaster logo.

A. Sure-Grip Full Length Rail Cover (F1001999) ...$10.95

B. Sure-Grip 1/3rd Length Rail Cover (F1001998) ..$3.95

Bushmaster® Modular Accessory 
System Four-Rail Split Handguards 
-  The two piece design of these B.M.A.S. handguard 

sets allows quick and easy installation of a 
Picatinny four-rail accessory system on most  
AR-Type rifles

-  Machined of quality aircraft aluminum, they snap 
right in place of standard carbine or rifle handguards, 
and offer four full length Picatinny rails for the 
flashlight/laser sight accessories of your choice

-  Rails are positioned at 12–3–6–9 o'clock
-  Top handguard can be used in conjunction with an 

M203 grenade launcher
-  Vented to keep your barrel cool, finished in mil. 

spec. matte black anodize to eliminate glare and 
protect against corrosion

For Carbine (F1002471) ...................................$191.50 

A2 Rifle Handguards
-  Compression molded of black polymer composite 

material (not injection molded – these will not melt 
during full auto or rapid fire)

-  Non-reflective matte black finish and are designed 
to fit rifles with the triangular handguard cap

-  Internal aluminum heat shields are included to 
protect hands from barrel heat buildup

(F1000794) (pair)...............................................$21.95

HANDGUARDS & ACCESSORIES

A B

A.R.M.S.® #51C Slimline S.I.R. System for 
A1/A2 Carbines with Solid Carry Handle
-  High quality technical fore-end for the AR15-Type  

carbine combines barrel free-floating, light weight  
and a multitude of accessory attachment rails

-  Slimline Model 51C in the A.R.M.S. S.I.R. system is 
intended to fit the A1/A2 solid carry handle carbines

-  Leaves barrel free-floating from the barrel nut 
forward, and is approximately ¼" narrower than 
other S.I.R. system models

-  The S.I.R. Model 51C clamps solidly onto the upper 
receiver’s fixed carry handle (both the carry handle 
channel and the handle front support, utilizing 
two A.R.M.S. self locking thumbnuts) to provide 
an extremely rigid fit with no movement of rail or 
attachments

-  Extended bi-level rail platform will mount various 
scopes, and red-dot or holographic sights, and 
offers the possibility of forward mounting optics to 
co-witness with the iron sights through the channel 
in the upper rail

-  Total weight is 18.9 oz. including the two side and 
one bottom accessory rail segments and sling swivel

NOTE: THIS WILL NOT MOUNT ON THE A3 REMOVABLE CARRY HANDLE.

(F1001009) .....................................................$429.95 

Vented Free-Float Tube Fore-end
-  Vented, free-floating, three piece fore-end can be 

easily installed for improved accuracy on your rifle 
-  A new barrel nut and locking ring replace your 

existing barrel nut (front sight, gas tube and barrel 
nut removal is required)

-  Aluminum free-float tube screws on, and after 
“timing” the cooling vents a locking ring holds  
it in position

-  The center of the tube is knurled for a non-slip grip, 
and a standard stud is included for bipod or sling

-  High quality aircraft aluminum – black  
anodize finished

(F1002105) .......................................................$95.95 

Rail Mount Switch Kit for Streamlight/
SureFire Flashlight Pressure Switches
-  3 piece kit to mount Streamlight or SureFire switches 

onto any Picatinny rail without adhesives or Velcro
-  Base snaps on the rail and the insert encapsulates the 

switch pad – molded black santoprene thermoplastic

(F1001991) .......................................................$12.95
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M4 Dual Heatshield Handguards
-  Dual heatshields effectively increase barrel cooling, 

especially in rapid fire
-  Originally designed for use on full-auto machine 

guns, this improved handguard set will fit most 
carbines with either type of round handguard cap

-  Molded of black thermoplastic composite material 
with heavy dual aluminum shields (one finished 
black/one silver)

(F1000391) ...............................................$45.50 (pair) 

ALSO AVAILABLE:

M4 Single Heatshield Handguards  
(F1000389) ...............................................$42.50 (pair)

Bushmaster® V Match “Free-Floater” 
Tubular  Aluminum Fore-ends
-  Hard anodize finished aluminum assemblies fit over 

standard and match profile barrels “free-floating” 
them from receiver forward for optimum accuracy

-  Screwed directly onto the upper receiver in place of 
existing handguards, barrel nut and handguard cap

-  Installation requires removal of the front sight base 

For Rifles (F1002024) ........................................$63.95

For Carbines (F1007375) ...................................$63.95

Daniel Defense Omega Rail 
- Free-floating barrel design
- Lightweight
- User installed with no special tools
- ZERO modification to host weapon
- Uninterrupted upper rail platform
-  Integral QD sling swivel mounts with limited  

rotation feature
- Aircraft grade aluminum
-  Military specification Type III hard coat  

anodized finish
- Military specification fasteners
- Military specification 1913 Picatinny rails

(F1001179) .....................................................$289.00 
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AR15/M16 Handguard Tool
-  Provides the leverage needed to compress the weld 

spring inside the delta ring
-  Manufactured from strong, powder coated, ¼" 

round steel stock with protective vinyl coatings

(F1001325) .......................................................$21.95 

Armorer’s Barrel Wrench
- For AR15/M16 barrel removal and installation 
- Note: Will not fit our DCM profile barrels

(F1001969) .......................................................$11.95

AR15 Multi-Tool
- Adjusts front sights
- Cleans bolt faces
-  Includes non-mar disassembly punches for take 

down and lower receiver pins
-  Emergency Phillips screwdriver or scraper
-  Lanyard loop to tie it to your web gear or tool bag

(F1001127) .......................................................$12.95

Bushmaster® Cleaning Kit COMBO
-  The 7-piece government. issue cleaning kit packed 

in a nylon cleaning case kit

Cleaning Kit in Black Case (F1001161) ...............$16.95

Bushmaster® Operating & Safety Manual
-  Field stripping, cleaning, maintenance on all 

Bushmaster XM15 and Carbon 15 models – with 
parts diagrams, safety tips and sight zeroing

(F1001057) .........................................................$2.95

Barrel Vise Jaw Blocks
-  Dual slot design for the installation of barrels, front 

sight removal rear sight work, cleaning, or any job 
that requires immobilization

- Not limited to AR15/M16 service work

(F1000952) .......................................................$15.95

Receiver Push Pin Tool
-  Designed to push out tough takedown and pivot 

pins in your lower receiver. Machined from black 
nylon material so it won’t mar the gun’s finish.

- Fits into the buttstock storage compartment

(F1001333) .........................................................$7.50

The Bushmaster® DVD
-  Complete assembly  

and buildup details for  
the XM15/AR15/M16 rifle

(ADS-002)  ........................................................$25.95

GUNSMITHING TOOLS & SUPPLIES
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order form

Shipping calculation (Based on Order Value)

Shipping information:

Your fastest ordering method is on the internet at www.bushmaster.com

Name _________________________________________________________________________________ Customer No.  _________________________________________________

address _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City ______________________________________________________________________________________  state  _________________________  ZiP _____________________

PhoNe Number ___________________________________________________________ e-mail ______________________________________________________________________

have you ordered from us before? o yes o No Would you like to receive future catalogs? o yes o No

method of payment

o  Check or money order enclosed (Personal checks are held for 15 days to clear.)

o Gift Certificate (Please include Certificate Number) ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

o masterCard o Visa o american express o discover 
All credit card orders must include phone number and must be shipped to address where cardholder receives credit card billing.

Card Number ____________________________________________________________________________________________ exPiratioN date ______________________________

siGNature ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

order form

Subtotal

all StateS SaleS tax

Shipping, handling and inSurance

ToTal amounT
 $  0.00 - $19.99  = $  6.50
 $20.00 - $49.99  = $  9.00
 $50.00 - $99.99  = $11.50

 $100.00 - $249.99  = $ 14.50
 $250.00 - $449.99  = $ 18.00
  $500.00 - up    = $ 21.00

satisfaCtion guaranteed, or Your moneY BaCK. PriCes are suBJeCt to Change Without notiCe. 800.883.6229   |   bushmasTer.com



for faSteSt order proceSSing
Visit our website and order direct from our online catalog at www.bushmaster.com 

our entire catalog and more is on the internet – offering easy and secure ordering 
without waiting time on the phone! many of our orders received via internet are 
processed and shipped the same day (with the exception of back ordered items). 
any orders that include e-mail addresses automatically get a return mail confirmation 
of shipment including the type of shipping service, a Fedex tracking number (if 
applicable), and notification of multiple packages. Customer service and technical 
support inquiries can also be handled quickly and efficiently by e-mail. 

catalog priceS are SubJect to change Without notice! 
Current pricing can be seen on our website  – www.bushmaster.com. all catalog prices 
are in u.s. dollars – please pay in u.s. currency. Please have your credit card available. 
We accept purchase orders from federal, state and local governments and institutions.

contact information
Customerservice@bushmaster.com  |  techsupport@bushmaster.com
export@bushmaster.com

for telephone orderS, Call: 800.883.6229
sales Consultants are available: mon – Fri: 9:00am - 5:00pm (eastern standard or 
daylight savings time – all other hours of the day by answering machine)

for orderS by fax: 207.892.8068
Customer service: 800.883.6229 (Phone hours: mon – Fri, 9:00am - 5:00pm)

cuStomer Service
NOTE: With the “Sunsetting” of the Gun Legislation of 1994, many features of “Pre-
ban” rifles are again available – BUT not in all areas! California, Connecticut, Hawaii, 
Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico, and possibly others, 
all have their own statutes regarding what they call “assault weapons.” To avoid the 
possibility of legal problems, check your local laws before purchasing some items 
offered in this catalog.

our telephone personnel are highly experienced and well informed firearms 
enthusiasts. if you have any questions about bushmaster products, you'll find a 
courteous member of our firm willing and able to answer them – just call our toll-free 
customer service line (800.883.6229) between 9:00am - 5:00pm, mon – Fri, (est). We 
will also be happy to promptly answer your questions or order inquiries via e-mail to: 
Customerservice@bushmaster.com

exchangeS 
should items you order from bushmaster not be to your expectations, please contact 
our customer service department for a return merchandise authorization (rma) 
number. unused items may be returned within 30 days, include a copy of your invoice. 
Note: any custom barrel assembly – not shown in catalog – may not be returned. No 
refunds allowed after 15 days of invoice date. restocking charge 20%. include invoice 
with your return – its upper left corner can be used as return label. return all pieces 
of kits – wrap and package them securely. insure package for your protection. include 
the reason for return of each item in an accompanying letter, and we will do everything 
possible to speed your exchange.

back orderS 
We make every attempt to deliver your order from available stock – immediately. 
should there be a back order on a part, we'll ship the bulk of your order and We pay 
the shipping on the back-ordered part (with the exception of complete rifles). Fedex 
standard overnight (1 day), Fedex 2 day and Fedex express saver (3 day) services are 
available upon request at additional charge. 

ordering | general information
buShmaSter limited one year Warranty
bushmaster firearms are warranted to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship. any such defect of which bushmaster Firearms international is given 
written notice, as provided below, within one year and ten days from the date of first 
purchase by a customer will be remedied by bushmaster Firearms international.

to initiate a warranty claim, call bushmaster customer service (toll free: 800.883.6229) 
to get an rma number (“return merchandise authorization”). Warranty claims should 
state (in writing) the model and serial number of the firearm concerned, a description 
of the difficulty experienced, and the date of purchase. the firearm concerned should 
be shipped, to the Warranty service department, bushmaster Firearms international, 
14 hoefler avenue, ilion, Ny, 13357. Firearm shipment should be insured by the owner, 
as bushmaster Firearms international will accept no responsibility for loss or damage 
in transit.

under no circumstances shall bushmaster Firearms international be responsible 
for incidental or consequential damages with respect to economic loss or injury to 
property, whether as a result of express or implied warranty, negligence or otherwise. 
some states do not allow the exclusion of limitation of incidental or consequential 
damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you. bushmaster Firearms 
international will not be responsible for the results of careless handling, unauthorized 
adjustments, defective, low quality, reloaded, or improper ammunition, corrosion, 
neglect, ordinary wear and tear or unreasonable use. Furthermore, the liability of 
bushmaster Firearms international under this warranty shall be limited solely to the 
obligation to repair or replace the firearm.

NOTE: Handguns and long guns are classified as FIREARMS or DANGEROUS 
WEAPONS. Guns are surrendered by Bushmaster Firearms International with the 
express understanding that it assumes no responsibility for resale handling under 
local laws and regulations.

a Note reGardiNG lead. discharging firearms in poorly ventilated areas, cleaning 
firearms or handling ammunition may result in exposure to lead, a substance known 
to cause birth defects, reproductive harm and other serious physical injury. have 
adequate ventilation at all times. Wash hands thoroughly after exposure to lead.

Shipping information
all orders must be accompanied with cash, credit card information, money order or 
cashier's check. We request telephone numbers and/or e-mail address when you 
order to provide the best possible service in case of questions. in an effort to preserve 
your privacy, we do not sell our mailing lists. an F.F.l. (Federal Firearms license) is 
required for the purchase of complete rifles, serial numbered lower receivers, or m16 
components. other parts and accessories do not require special licenses. Personal 
checks are held 15 days to clear. No refunds after 30 days of invoice date. returned 
parts will incur a 20% restocking charge.

damage. if your package arrives damaged, you must alert the carrier, or call to notify 
them of damage problems and to initiate a claim. 

international orderS. bushmaster will now accept international orders of any 
amount, subject to u.s. state department (itar) and dept. of Commerce regulations. 
bushmaster does have established dealers in countries outside the u.s. who may be 
able to supply your needs – contact bushmaster for further information.

partS only shipping costs within continental u.s. 
shipping, handling and insurance charges for are:
$0-$19.99 = $6.50  |  $20-$49.99 = $9  |  $50-$99.99 = $11.50
$100-$249.99 = $14.50  |  $250-$499.99 = $18  |  $500 and up = $21
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Heavy Duty Combination  
AR15 Armorer’s Wrench
-  Two-sided wrench at one end fits either multi-

point or peg style barrel nuts on barrels up to 1” in 
diameter, and a breaker bar or torque wrench can 
be fitted into the ½" square drive opening

-  Other end fits telestock locking nuts, and a large 
flat screwdriver blade is also included for use on 
standard buttstock screws

-  Two other slots fit A1 and A2 birdcage flash hiders 
and receiver extensions

(F1000497) .......................................................$22.50

AR15 Combination Armorer’s  
Wrench for Newer TeleStocks
-  A newer design Armorer’s wrench that fits the latest 

model telestocks with the cuts on the locking ring
-  Weight: 1.125 lbs / Length: 12.25" overall

(F1000498) .......................................................$23.50

TeleStock Wrench for  
New Style (ribbed) TeleStocks
-  An economical tool for the locking nuts on newer-

type telestocks (fixed and collapsible)

(F1000518) .........................................................$6.50

Sight Adjustment Tools 
-  Adjustment tools for A1 and A2 front sights,  

and A1 rear sight
-  Machined steel with black oxide finish – designed to 

fit in the stow grip or buttstock compartment

(F1001945) .........................................................$8.50

Lower Receiver Vise Block
-  Clamp it in a vise and its magazine shape locks into 

the magazine well of any AR15/XM15/M16 lower 
receiver for assembly or maintenance work

-  Machined from high density polyethylene. Use to mount 
lower receiver in either upright or inverted position

-  Will not distort receiver or harm its finish. Also 
available, a larger version for the Bushmaster 308

(F1001678) .......................................................$31.95 

For Bushmaster 308 (F1001679) ........................$37.95

Bushmaster® Armorer’s Action Clamp  
for All AR15/M16-Type Rifles
-  Works with all AR-Type rifles – even early A1’s and 

A3 “flat-top” uppers with carry handle in place
-  Used in conjunction with an Armorer’s barrel wrench, 

this clamp eliminates barrel vise jaw blocks for 
removing or replacing barrel assemblies, and is 
necessary when installing tubular aluminum V Match 
handguards or competition free-floating tubes

(F1001677) .......................................................$41.50 

Bushmaster® ACM – Multi-tool
- Includes 10 AR-15 Specific tool bits
- Carbon Scraper
- Dental Pick
 - 3/16" Pin punch
- Flat blade screwdriver
- A2 Front sight adjustment tool
-  8/32" threaded end for use with flexible cleaning rods 

(sold separately)

F1009065 .........................................................$59.99

Bushmaster® Standard Armorer’s Tool Kit
-  Kit includes: dual slot barrel vise jaw blocks; drift 

punches; barrel wrench; receiver push pin tool; 
technical service manual; sight tool; cleaning kit; 
spring package w/standard buffer spring; and 
assorted pins and caps

(F1003672) .......................................................$85.95 

Deluxe Armorer’s Tool Kit
-  A complete tool kit for all necessary repairs  

and installations
-  Kit includes: dual slot barrel vise jaw blocks; 

drift punches; Armorer’s barrel wrench; 20-page 
technical manual; sight tool; cleaning kit; telestock 
wrench; go-, no-go- and field headspace gauges; 
firing pin protrusion gauge; receiver push pin tool; 
spring package with standard buffer spring; and 
assorted pins and caps

(F1002673) .....................................................$180.95

Master Armorer’s Tool Kit
-  Kit includes: Armorer’s Action Block kit; lower receiver 

vise block; heavy duty combination Armorer’s 
wrench; barrel vise jaw blocks; drift punch set; rifle 
cleaning kit; .223 go/no-go/field headspace gauges; 
firing pin protrusion gauge; A1 and A2 sight tools; 
receiver push pin tool; 200-page M16 A2 Marine 
Corp. technical manual; M16 A1 technical manual; 
Armorer’s DVD; Tetra gun care kit; 2 complete spring 
packages (with carbine & rifle buffer springs); and 
an assortment of pins, detents and caps for fast and 
foolproof assemblies and installations

(F1003661) .....................................................$319.95 
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Bushmaster® DCM ¼ Minute Windage 
Competition Rear Sight Conversion Kit
-  Convert your old A2 sight to ¼ minute of windage 

adjustment (MOA) configuration with these high-
quality competition parts

-  Kit includes ¼ MOA. drum, pin, detent springs  
and balls

(F1000968)  ......................................................$21.50 

Complete DCM Competition  
Lower Assembly*
-   Lower receiver with A2 buttstock, competition 

buttstock weight, pistol grip and two-stage trigger 
(as shown)

(F1003636) .....................................................$430.00

DCM Lower Assembly*
-  Same assembly as above less buttstock weight

(F1003634) .....................................................$410.00

A2 Buttstock Balance Weight
-  Fits snugly in the standard A2 buttstock 

compartment without rattle – a 3.62 lb. chunk of 
lead that can be trimmed to help achieve a perfectly 
balanced rifle

-  Its wedge shape and rubber pressure pad ensure a 
tight, rattle-free fit

(F1003337)  ......................................................$21.50

Competition Handguard Balance Weight
-  This lead balancing weight fits inside the bottom 

half of the standard A2 handguard to add fore-end 
weight to your competition rifle (a companion to the 
buttstock weight below)

-  Weighs approx. 3.5 lbs. and can be cut down to 
achieve perfect balance

(F1001294)  ......................................................$31.95

DCM Competition A2 Upper Receiver 
Upper Assembly with “Stay Straight”  
A2 Competition Rear Sight
-  Includes forward assist, ejection port cover and one 

competition sight micro-aperture

DCM Upper Receiver Assembly with  
½ Minute Rear Sight  (F1000875)  ....................$223.95

DCM Upper Receiver Assembly with  
¼ Minute Rear Sight  (F1000877)  ....................$223.95

Bushmaster® Competition  
“Stay Straight” A2 Rear Sight Assembly
-  Highly accurate rear sight assemblies with the new 

“Stay-Straight” dual detent mechanism (keeps 
the sight from moving or canting) for the serious 
competition shooter

-  Elevation and windage mechanisms are available in 
either ½ or ¼ minute of adjustment

-  The flip-up is machined to allow installation of 
different interchangeable micro-apertures (one 
aperture included with each complete sight or flip-
up assembly) 

-  These precision machined inserts are available in 4 
aperture sizes: .036"; .040" Standard (9 out of 10 
shooters find the .040" standard aperture works 
best, your eyes may differ); .046"; or .052"

½ MOA Rear Sight (F1003270)  .......................$122.50

¼ MOA Rear Sight (F1003272)  .......................$122.50

COMPETITION RIFLE PARTS

Two Stage Competition Trigger
- Includes all the specially modified parts shown plus
-  Can be set for a 3 ½ lb. DCM legal 1st Stage and a 

1 lb. (2nd Stage) letoff. NOTE: This trigger will not fit 
in Colt lowers with a “block” over the safety, and is 
not designed to work with large Colt pivot pins

(F1003056)  ....................................................$127.95

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Two-stage Competition Trigger with Bushmaster  
Ambidextrous Safety (F1003057)  .....................$148.95

Moly-Slide™  
Lubricating Paste
-  A 60% molybdenum  

disulfide (MoS2) lubricating  
paste for wear resistance,  
anti-seizing and anti-galling  
on cams, bushings and other sliding surfaces

-  Has a very wide working temperature range with 
minimal evaporative loss

-  The 1 oz. jar will usually last the average shooter/
gunsmith for years

(F1001639)  ........................................................$8.50

COMPETITION RIFLE PARTS CAN BE  
FITTED TO STANDARD MODELS AS WELL.
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Bushmaster® DCM Competition Heavy  
Barrel with Factory Matched Bolt and  
Front Sight Base
-  A lapped 20" barrel – button rifled in 1 x 8 right 

hand twist – features an 11° crowned muzzle 
designed for competition and a custom match 
hybrid chambering with longer throat, or “leade,”  
to accommodate 5.56mm ammunition

-  Chrome moly-vanadium steel (non chrome-lined) 
with a manganese phosphate finish

-   Diameter from the barrel extension forward to the 
sight base step is a full 1"

(F1003183)  ....................................................$313.95

With std. muzzle threading for flash suppressors 
(F1003186) .....................................................$313.95

NOTE:  ASSEMBLY BY A GUNSMITH RECOMMENDED FOR  
OPTIMUM ACCURACY.

Bushmaster® DCM “Free-Floater” Kit –  
A Barrel Nut/Free-Floater Tube/ 
Handguard Combination
-  This fore-end system meets all regulations for DCM 

competition and free floats the barrel from barrel 
nut forward for optimum accuracy

-  A sling swivel loop is mounted onto the front of the 
tube – handguards, delta ring, weld spring, snap 
ring and a special gas tube are included

(F1003231)  ....................................................$159.95

DCM Free-Floater Tube/ 
Custom Gas Tube Set
-  Add your own rifle length handguards to this 

competition free-float tube – includes a custom 
bent gas tube

-  Minor modifications to handguards are required  
for fitting

-  Upper receiver disassembly and front sight removal 
are necessary for assembly onto rifle

- As installed on DCM rifle

(F1000535) .....................................................$132.95

Bushmaster® Competition  
Sight Service Tool 
-  A combination front sight adjustment tool and rear 

shroud insert “screwdriver” machined of steel with 
black finish and knurled for a non-slip grip

- Length: 2"

(F1001141)  ......................................................$10.95

“The Hood Kit”
-  Includes our competition flip-up, the hood sight shroud 

and your choice of one competition aperture; numbers 
below indicate the size of the aperture opening 

CHOOSE FROM: 

.036" (F1001149); .040" (F1001151); 

.046" (F1001153); .052" (F1001155) ...........$40.50 ea.

“The Hood”
-  A competition rear sight shroud (center in 

photo above), this tubular, threaded insert for 
our competition flip-up eliminates all glare and 
improves your sight picture

-  Internally threaded to accept the micro-aperture of 
your choice

(F1003285)  ......................................................$15.95

Short Competition Hood
-  This variation on the competition rear sight shroud 

above was created to allow shooters who wear 
glasses to get as close as possible to the rear sight 
without scratching their glasses

(F1003286)  ......................................................$15.95

A1 Round Front Sight Post  
- Original M16A1 round post

(F1003024) .........................................................$3.95

Extra Competition Sight Apertures*
-  These thread directly into the flip-up in your 

competition sight
-  Your vision determines which micro-aperture  

suits you best (most shooters prefer the .040" 
standard aperture)

CHOOSE FROM: 

.036" (F1001156); .040" Std. (F1001157);  

.046" (F1001158); .052" (F1001159)  ..........$10.95 ea.

A2 Competition “Flip” Sight
- Shipped with one micro-aperture

CHOOSE FROM THESE 4 APERTURE SIZES: 

.036" (F1001148); .040" (F1001150);  

.046" (F1001152); .052" (F1001154) ...........$26.50 ea.

A1 Rear Sight Assembly  
-  The original M16A1 configuration – adjustable with 

A1 sight tool or bullet tip

A1 Rear Sight Assembly (F1003668) ...................$12.95

A1 Sight Aperture  (F1003010)  ............................$6.50

A1 Windage Screw  (F1003005)  ..........................$3.15

A1 Windage Drum  (F1003006)  ...........................$3.15

Rear Sight Flat Blade Spring (F1003007)  ...............$ .55

A1 Windage Drum Detente  (F1003008)  ................$ .55

A1 Windage Drum Roll Pin  (F1001647)  ................$ .55

A1 Drum Detente Spring (F1003009)  ....................$ .55

Chamber Flag for  
AR15/M16 Rifles and Others
- Molded plastic with the Bushmaster name
-  Cone end inserts into the firing chamber, handle 

protrudes to indicate a safe firearm condition

(F1001989) .........................................................$2.50
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Creedmoor Bushmaster® Hard Back  
Heavy Cordura Shooting Coat
-  Creedmoor Sports’ most popular shooting jacket, 

sewn in Bushmaster’s red & black colors of 
heavy Cordura material – ideal for high power or 
smallbore competition shooting

-  A stiff interior center back panel of heavy cotton 
canvas gives it the “hard-back” name and provides 
maximum back support for the standing position

-  Custom sewn to fit the individual shooter (male or 
female) and is available in sizes 34 thru 48 – for the 
right- or left-handed competitor

-  To achieve an exact fit, Bushmaster sales people 
will refer you to Creedmoor’s expert tailoring staff 
who will guide you through the fitting process 

-  Choose from standard or tapered cut, and  
you’ll have to provide exact measurements around 
your chest (under armpits) and around stomach 
(widest point) 

-  Specific alterations to achieve perfect sleeve and 
body length should be discussed with Creedmoor

(F1001045)  ....................................................$310.95 

For extra large sizes (50 / 52 / 54) ............... Add $20.00

Chamber Checker Safety Flag
-  Tough yellow plastic flag slips into the chamber
-  Close the bolt, and it clearly shows your rifle’s 

range-safe status

(F1001136)  ........................................................$2.50

Single-Shot Magazine Follower
-  A blue plastic follower that installs easily inside 

most AR-Type 5.56 NATO/223 Rem magazines
-  Allows single shot loading of extra long competition 

handloads that won’t function in regular magazines
- Magazine not included

(F1002044) .......................................................$13.95

Sinclair International Sight  
and Muzzle Cover Set
-  Often seen on the DCM ready line, these popular 

protective covers are molded from durable  
bright yellow vinyl to protect “sight zero”

-  To keep dirt out of the muzzle and to offer  
high visibility

-  Set includes front and rear sight covers and two 
sizes of muzzle guard covers – one for rifles with 
flash suppressors and another for rifles with plain 
competition crowned muzzles

(F1000486)  ......................................................$14.95

COMPETITION RIFLE PARTS

Turner Saddlery Leather  
Competition Sling
-  National match police tactical rifle sling is premium 

quality, black, 11 oz. strap leather – 54" in length 
with numbered holes

-  Mil. spec. Parkerized steel hardware and copper rivets
- Keepers are ǭ" wide and hand stitched

(F1002093)  ......................................................$52.95

Creedmoor Rifle Data Score Book
-  Essential data is arranged in a simple check off 

format with enlarged target overlays (double 
overlays for 200 and 300 yard rapid fire stages) 

-  Ample pages for 200/300/600 and 1000 yard 
shooting – in a convenient 8.5" x 5.5" spiral  
bound format

(F1001050)  ........................................................$8.95 

Creedmoor Bushmaster®  
Roll-Up Shooting Mat
-   A popular – and necessary – part of high power 

competition gear, is this roll-up shooting mat done 
in Bushmaster colors by Creedmoor Sports

-  Features a waterproof vinyl bottom in Bushmaster 
black, and Cordura nylon top in Bushmaster red with 
our snake logo embroidered on for maximum visibility 

- Oversize textured rubber elbow pads
-  Mat rolls up for convenient storage and carry
-  Dimensions are 29.5" wide x 68" long, and weight 

is approx. 8 lbs.

(F1001047)  ......................................................$79.95
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Creedmoor Deluxe  
Service Rifle Shooting Stool
-  Custom sewn by Creedmoor for Bushmaster of red 

Cordura with black webbing and the Bushmaster 
snake logo

-  Carry all your “necessaries” in the handy hanging 
compartmentalized bag  – accessible through half 
moon YKK zippered openings on both sides

-  Carry up to four AR-15 magazines in the outside 
pouches  – protected from dirt and rain with a  
Velcro flap

-  A zippered pocket above the magazine pouch accom-
modates your score book, and large outside pockets 
on three other sides offer huge storage capacity

-  Carrying bag is 12.5" tall x 11" wide x 12.5" deep, 
and overall weight is only 6 lbs.

(F1001049)  ......................................................$69.95

Creedmoor Deluxe Cart Conversion Kit
-  A quality kit that attaches to the Creedmoor deluxe 

shooting stool (above, right) to add easy rolling 
portability and a compact size when folded down

-   Machined from ǫ" bar stock aluminum and the 
finest heavy duty hardware and wheels

-  Folds down in seconds for car trunk stowage, or 
disassembles easily to fit in a standard suitcase as 
the longest piece is only 23"

(F1001041)  ....................................................$124.95

Creedmoor Shooting Equipment  
Rain Cover
-  This cover was designed so the competitor can 

saddle his rifle and gear on the shooting stool  
for protection against the nastiest weather or 
potential tampering

-  Black nylon pack cloth, it can be secured with its 
own strap around a shooting stool 

- Weight: 2 lbs.

(F1001048)  ......................................................$29.95

Shooting Stool Shoulder Strap
-  A convenient, 1.5" wide black polypropylene 

webbing shoulder carrying strap for the Creedmoor 
shooting stool

- Weight: 1 lb.

(F1001046)  ........................................................$5.95
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The Bushmaster® Rifle Case 
- Economical storage or travel protection for your Bushmaster, or other firearms
-  47"x 9"x 3"dimensions, this case holds a full sized AR15/M16 rifle, or a scope mounted AR with receivers separated 

(F1000439)  ......................................................$18.95

Eagle Padded Rifle Cases for AR-Type Rifles & Other Firearms
-  Each case features a lockable outside cargo compartment; adjustable magazine pouches; reinforced 2" wide 

carrying handles; heavy duty YKK zippers; and a 2" wide, padded shoulder  
strap attached to welded steel D rings

-  These quality Eagle cases will fit most standard military-type AR15/M16 rifles
- Internal dimensions: 40" x 11" 

Full Size Rifle Case  (F1001950)  ........................$79.95

Bushmaster® Large Hard Case 
-  Oversized, hard-sided rifle case perfect for storing an ACR® and accessories
-  Clamshell-style design of durable black plastic with egg-crate foam lining and four snap closures 

(F1000942)  ......................................................$44.95

CARRYING CASES
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Bushmaster® Logo Embroidered Carrying Cases
-  A case with Bushmaster logo embroidered in red and white
- Internal dimensions: 36" x 11"

Logo Embroidered Carbine Case (F1001949)  .....$85.95

U.S. Peacekeeper  
Nylon Deployment Bag
-  Designed specifically for the Bushmaster® ACR® 

rifle, shown below with the ACR® inside
-  Adjustable straps for securing the rifle, a spare 

barrel pocket, wide elastic bands to accommodate 
three 30-round magazines

-  Removable padding, two drain vents, wrap-around 
carry handles and double zippers 

- Available in black with subdued Bushmaster logo

(F1006548)  ......................................................$49.95

Bushmaster® Discreet Carrying Case for Carbines
-  32" black Cordura low profile case 
-  Includes four interior magazine pouches and a padded outside pocket for accessories
- Internal dimensions: 32" x 13"

Discreet Case for Carbines  (F1001173)  .............$85.95
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A.R.M.S.® Folding Front Sights
-  Utilizes a rugged spring loaded angled support 

system to eliminate getting caught up in brush  
and other combat hazards 

-  Also uses the standard front sight post

(F1001001)  ....................................................$147.50 
(F1001002) Includes Bayonet Lug  ...................$153.50

B.M.A.S. Scope Risers
-  Increase scope mounting height on flat-top style 

ARs by 1/2” to achieve proper cheek weld 
-  Hard anodized aircraft aluminum – fit all Picatinny/

Weaver rails
- Two required for scope mounting; sold individually
 

A. 3/4” Long  (F1002453)  .................................$13.50

B. 1 1/4” Long  (F1002397)  ..............................$15.95

Bushmaster® A3-Type Removable Carry 
Handle with 1/2 MoA Rear Sight
-  Add versatility to your “flat-top”– clamps solidly 

onto the Picatinny rail of any V Match or “flat-
top” upper receiver with knurled thumbnuts, and 
includes an A2 dual aperture rear sight with 1/2 
MOA windage and elevation adjustment 

-  Machined from aircraft aluminum forging, with steel 
sight and clamp parts

 

(F1003242)  ....................................................$116.95

A B

KNS Precision Front Sights
-  Quality replacement front sights for the AR15/M16 

offering .010 dia. crosshair wires for a precise sight 
picture and hooding for reduced glare

-  Tactical Model dual range sight offers an adjustable 
elevation dot for close range targets below the long 
range crosshairs

A. Wide Hood Model (F1001363)  .......................$37.95

B. Tactical Model (F1001364)  ............................$52.95

A2 Square Front Sight Post
-  Standard M16A2 steel square post design

(F1003227) .........................................................$5.50

A2 Front Sight Post for Flat-Top Colts
-  Colt A3 removable carry handle sights are taller 

than A1& A2 rear sights, and require an .040” taller 
front sight post 

-  Also for use with swan sleeves & A.R.M.S. #40 sight

(F1003228)  ........................................................$5.50

Trijicon Luminous Tritium 
Front Sight Post 
-  AR-Type front sight post is functionally identical to 

the standard front sight post and fits either A1 or A2 
models and includes sight tool

-  Illumination from the tritium inserts are guaranteed 
for 10 years by Trijicon 

(F1001164)  ......................................................$57.95

Trijicon Rear Sight Aperture
-  An effective ghost ring style flip-up aperture for 

the AR
- Houses two tritium inserts in the larger aperture

(F1001165)  ......................................................$38.00

Trijicon Tritium Sight Set
-  Both front and rear sights (as shown above), plus  

front sight detent and A1/A2 sight adjustment tool

(F1001163)  ......................................................$89.95

A B

SIGHTS & MOUNTS
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Bushmaster® Blaze Orange Hunter’s Cap
(F1001788)  ......................................................$10.95 

Bushmaster® Two-Tone Cap    
(F1001791)  ........................................................$9.95 

Bushmaster® Canvas Cap
(F1001783)  ........................................................$9.95 

Bushmaster® Bomber Hat
Black (F1006618)  .............................................$24.95

Black Khaki (F1006619) .....................................$24.95

Bushmaster® Knit Caps
Orange Knit Cap (F1001789) ................................$9.95 

Black Knit Cap (F1001782)...................................$9.95 

Navy Blue Knit Cap (F1001787) ............................$9.95 

Gray Knit Cap  (F1001784) ...................................$9.95 

Black Skully Hat  (F1001295) .....................$12.95 each

Bushmaster® Black or Tan Cap
Black Cap  (F1001780)  .......................................$9.95

Tan Cap  (F1001781)  ..........................................$9.95

Bushmaster® Logo Mug
(F1001823)  ........................................................$4.95

Bushmaster® Logo Patch
(F1001818)  ........................................................$2.95 

Bushmaster® Logo Decal
(F1001819) ........................................................  $1.95
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Bushmaster® Screen Printed T-Shirts
-  Quality blend 50% cotton/50% polyester
-  Bushmaster snake logo silkscreened in two colors 

on upper left chest with larger variations on the back

Black (F1001802 - small)  ..................................$15.95

Black (F1001801 - medium)  ..............................$15.95

Black (F1001800 - large)  ..................................$15.95

Black (F1001808 - xl)  .......................................$15.95

Black (F1001809 - xxl)  ......................................$15.95

Black (F1001810 - 3xl)  .....................................$15.95

White (F1001805 - small)  .................................$15.95

White (F1001804 - medium)  .............................$15.95

White (F1001803 - large)  ..................................$15.95

White (F1001806 - xl)  .......................................$15.95

White (F1001807 - xxl)  .....................................$15.95

APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

Bushmaster® Logo Embroidered T-Shirt
-  Heavyweight and high-quality 100% cotton
-  Embroidered red and black Bushmaster snake logo 

on upper left chest

White  (F1001812 - medium)  ............................$14.95

White  (F1001811 - large)  .................................$14.95

White  (F1001813 - xl)  ......................................$14.95

White  (F1001814 - 2xl)  ....................................$14.95

Bushmaster® ACR® T-Shirt
- High-quality 100% cotton

Black (F1009811 - small)  ............... $19.99

Black (F1009812 - medium)  ........... $19.99

Black (F1009813 - large)  ............... $19.99

Black (F1009814 - xl)  .................... $19.99

Black (F1009815 - xxl)  ................... $19.99

Bushmaster® Shield T-Shirt
- High-quality 100% cotton

Black (F1009806 - small)  ............... $19.99

Black (F1009807 - medium)  ........... $19.99

Black (F1009808 - large)  ............... $19.99

Black (F1009809 - xl)  .................... $19.99

Black (F1009810 - xxl)  ................... $19.99

Bushmaster® Evolution T-Shirt
- High-quality 100% cotton

White (F1009801 - small)  .............. $19.99

White (F1009802 - medium)  .......... $19.99

White (F1009803 - large)  ............... $19.99

White (F1009804 - xl)  .................... $19.99

White (F1009805 - xxl)  .................. $19.99
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Bushmaster® Logo Sweat Shirts
-  Heavy Jerzees “Super Sweats” crewneck pull-over 

sweatshirts (50% cotton/50% polyester)
-  Bushmaster snake logo embroidered in red/white/

black on upper left chest

Tan (F1001839 - medium)  ................................$27.95

Tan (F1001838 - large)  .....................................$27.95

Tan (F1001840 - xl)  ..........................................$27.95

Tan (F1001837 - xxl) .........................................$27.95

Black (F1001831 - small)  ..................................$27.95

Black (F1001830 - medium)  ..............................$27.95

Black (F1001829 - large)  ..................................$27.95

Black (F1001832 - xl)  .......................................$27.95

Black (F1001828 - xxl)  ......................................$27.95

Gray (F1001835 - medium)  ...............................$27.95

Gray (F1001834 - large) ....................................$27.95

Gray (F1001836 - xl) .........................................$27.95

Gray (F1001833 - xxl)  .......................................$27.95

Bushmaster® Sport Shirts
-  A 50/50 blend knit sport style shirt with collared, 

three button neck
-  Bushmaster snake logo embroidered in two colors 

on upper left chest
-  Comfortable, durable, and great for the field, range 

or sporting event

White  (F1001794 - small)  ................................$24.95

White  (F1001793 - medium)  ............................$24.95

White  (F1001792 - large)  .................................$24.95

White  (F1001795 - xl)  ......................................$24.95

White  (F1001796 - xxl)  ....................................$24.95

Black  (F1001790 - small)  .................................$24.95

Black  (F1001786 - medium)  .............................$24.95

Black  (F1001785 - large)  .................................$24.95

Black  (F1001797 - xl)  ......................................$24.95

Black  (F1001798 - xxl)  .....................................$24.95

Bushmaster® Fleece-Lined Jackets
-  Its Toughlan® nylon shell is windproof and water 

resistant; it has a winter weight 11.5 oz. fleece 
lining and 3 zippered pockets (2 outer and 1 inner)

-  Bushmaster logo is embroidered in red and white 
on the left chest

-  Available in black with black fleece lining, or tan 
with green fleece lining 

Black  (F1001877 - small)  .................................$69.95 

Black  (F1001876 - medium)  .............................$69.95 

Black  (F1001875 - large)  .................................$69.95 

Black  (F1001878 - xl)  ......................................$69.95 

Black  (F1001871 - xxl)  .....................................$69.95 

Black  (F1001872 - 3xl)  ....................................$69.95 

Black  (F1001873 - 4xl)  ....................................$69.95 

Black  (F1001874 - 5xl)  ....................................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001865 - small)  ....................................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001864 - medium)  ...............................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001863 - large)  ....................................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001866 - xl)  .........................................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001859 - xxl) ........................................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001860 - 3xl)  .......................................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001861 - 4xl)  .......................................$69.95 

Tan  (F1001862 - 5xl)  .......................................$69.95 

Bushmaster® Long Sleeve  
Logo Embroidered T-Shirt
-  Heavyweight ultrablend 50% cotton/50% polyester
-  Embroidered red and black Bushmaster snake logo 

on upper left chest

Black (F1001842 - medium)  ..............................$16.95

Black (F1001841 - large)  ..................................$16.95

Black (F1001843 - xl)  .......................................$16.95

Black (F1001844 - xxl)  ......................................$16.95
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Bushmaster®; The #1 name in AR-15 type rifles is offering its original manufacturing equipment 

for sale at retail counters and gun shops near you.

You can now locally purchase our best selling items to begin building your Bushmaster rifle 

from the ground up, or to outfit and update your existing rifle without having to mail order.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER TO PURCHASE.

Look for this new Bushmaster packaging at a gun shop near you.

RETAIL
ACCESSORIES
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5 Round Magazine 
- AR-15 .223 / 5.56
(93300)

10 Round Magazine
- AR-15 .223 / 5.56
(93302)

20 Round Magazine
- AR-15 .223 / 5.56
(93304)

30 Round Magazine
- AR-15 .223 / 5.56
(93306)

MAGAZINES
RETAIL ACCESSORIES:

RETAIL ACCESSORIES:

RISERS

B.M.A.S. Mini Scope Risers (½" riser)
-  Mini risers that mount to picatinny rail in order to elevate the scope 

for use with standard height scope rings
93482
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TOOLS | TOOL KITS | PARTS

Field Repair Kit
- Includes: High breakage and loss items for AR-15
(93380) Lower Receiver Parts Kit

-  Everything necessary to completely build up lower (minus butt stock assembly)
(93384)

Lost Parts Kit
- Most critical springs, detents, inserts, pins
(93382)

Bushmaster® Adaptive Combat Bayonet
-  Scabbard with detachable leg/MOLLE Strap, knife 

sharpener, wire cutter
-  Quick change of barrel guide/bayonet adaptor to 

allow for blade up or blade down application
- Saw back spine
- Serrated under belly for cutting rope
- Double edge spear tip
- AVAILABLE ONLINE ONLY
(F405980)

IMP1 Receiver Push Pin Tool
-  For installation and removal of pivot and takedown pin
(93480)

RETAIL ACCESSORIES:
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BORE SQUEEG-E CLEANING SYSTEM – MILITARY

MILITARY SPECIFIC CONTENTS:

- Butterfly Chamber Brush
-  Bore Squeeg-e for: .22/5.56; .30 cal; 

9mm/.357;.50cal/.410ga 
- .17 cal. Brass brush with sleeve
- .45 cal. nylon brush
-  Rifle/pistol length pull through cables with  

T-handle attachment
(93592)

BORE SQUEEG-E CLEANING SYSTEM – PISTOL

PISTOL SPECIFIC CONTENTS:

-  Bore Squeeg-e and bore brushes for:   
.22 cal.; 9mm/.357; .40/10mm; .44/.45 cal 

-  Bore brushes :.45 Cal nylon; 9mm Bronze;  
.45 cal Bronze

-  Pistol length pull through cables with  
T-handle attachment

(93598)

UNIVERSAL (at right)

UNIVERSAL SPECIFIC ITEMS:

- Butterfly Chamber Brush
-  Rifle/shotgun/pistol length  

pull through cables with  
T-handle attachment

-  Bore Squeeg-e and  
bore brushes for:  
7mm/270; 243/25 cal;  
.30 cal; 9mm/.357;  
.40/10mm;  
.44/.45 cali;  
.50cal/.410ga;  
20ga/28ga;  
12ga/16ga;  
.22/5.56 

(93590)

BORE SQUEEG-E CLEANING SYSTEM – SHOTGUN

SHOTGUN SPECIFIC CONTENTS:

- Butterfly Chamber Brush
-  Bore Squeeg-e for: .50cal/.410ga; 20ga/28ga; 

12ga/16ga  
-  Bore Brushes: 10ga/12ga Nylon Brush;  

10ga/12ga Bronze
-  Rifle/shotgun/pistol length pull through cables  

with T-handle attachment
(93594)

BORE SQUEEG-E CLEANING SYSTEM – RIFLE

RIFLE SPECIFIC CONTENTS:

-  Pistol/rifle length pull through cable with  
T-handle attachment

-  Bore Squeeg-e and Brushes for: 7mm/.270; 
.243/.25 Cal.; .30 Cal 

(93596)

NEW! 
Cutting-Edge 

Cleaning 
Technology

-  ½ oz MASTER Bore Cleaner  
and Polish

- 1 oz MASTER Bore Rinse
-  ½ oz MASTER Lube  

and Protectant
- Snap Lid Vial
- OD Green Carrying Pouch
- Flux Brush
- Threaded Rod Adapter
- 2-Sided Pick

BORE SQUEEG-E CLEANING SYSTEMS
ALL BORE SQUEEG-E CLEANING SYSTEMS INCLUDE THE  
FOLLOWING AS WELL AS WHAT IS LISTED UNDERNEATH  
EACH INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM:

CLEANING KITS | CHEMICALS
RETAIL ACCESSORIES:
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CLEANING KITS | CHEMICALS

AR Starter Kit

INCLUDES:

- Cleaning patches
- Chamber and bore brush
- CLP
- Small Chemical bottle
- Takedown pin tool
- Sight adjustment tool
- Takedown cleaning rod
- Carrying case with ALICE style clip
(93386)

Bushmaster® 3 Part Cleaning System- ½ oz & 1 oz Sizes
-  3 Part cleaning system designed for use on AR-15 style rifles as well as any other functioning firearm
-  ½ oz and 1oz sizes specifically designed to fit in range bag separately or within our Bore Squeeg-e cleaning 

systems for convenient use in the field or at the range

½ oz MASTER Bore Cleaner & Polish.................. (93652)

1 oz MASTER Bore Rinse  .................................. (93656)

½ oz MASTER Lube & Protectant  ...................... (93660)

Bushmaster® 3 Part Cleaning System- 4oz size
-  3 Part cleaning system designed for use on AR-15 style rifles as well as any other functioning firearm.
-  The 4 Fl. Oz sizes will last for dozens of applications, and are ideal for use at your cleaning station or work bench.  

4 oz MASTER Bore Cleaner & Polish................... (93650)

4 oz MASTER Bore Rinse ................................... (93654)

4 oz MASTER Lube & Protectant ........................ (93658)

RETAIL ACCESSORIES:



BUSHMASTER.COM

PROUDLY MADE IN THE 

USA  



OVER 30 YEARS OF QUALITY & SERVICE
Since 1978, the finest AR-type platform rifles in the world. Stringent 

quality and unmatched product engineering. The professional choice 

of law enforcement and defenders of freedom around the world.  

Ready for Anything. Prepared for Everything.
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